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And
the
Students Wow Respected Judges Search Goes
at 55th Annual Van Vleck Moot
On:

Court Competition Final
personality.
Levin welcomed the audience to the
longest running and biggest competition
of the year for the GW Moot Court
board. She then explained the elimina-

BY JANE YANOVSKY

News Editor
Dean David Johnson kicked off the
2004-2005 Jacob Burns Van Vleck Con
stitutional Law Moot Court
Competition Finals by chas
tising . . . men. After intro
ducing the four finalists - V.
David Zvenyach and Chris
tina Suarez for the Petitioners;
Molly Leckey and Rebecca
Carvalho for Respondents Johnson observed the obvi
ous: "One of them is a male."
Urging the men in the audi
ence of law students to "rep
resent," Johnson recounted
the accomplishments of the
female members of the moot
court board to set an example
for their male counterparts.
A few more humorous

lem under the supervision of Professor
Ira C. Lupu.
Roy and Hensley introduced the
subject matter of the evening's debate.
Petitioners Jane Austen and Emily
Dickens, a samesex couple married
in the fictional state
of Liberty, won a
judgment against
Ms. Dickens's em
ployer Initech Cor
poration permit
ting Ms. Austen to
receive spousal
benefits through
Ms.
Dickens.
When the couple
moved to the state
of Gilead, how
ever, they ran into
problems due to
Gilead's Marriage
Preservation Act,

observations, such as the fact

which defined mar
riage as strictly be
argued
for
the
Constitutional Law II with Molly Leckey, who won First Place for the competition.
tween a man and a
Professor Jerome Barron in Respondents before judges Roger L. Wollman, T.S. Ellis III, and Peggy A.
woman. Petition
the first semester of their 2L Quince.
ers sought to en
year, and Johnson turned the
force the judgment won against Initech
floor over to Alison Levin, the President tion process that brought the finalists to
under both the Full Faith & Credit Clause
of the Moot Court Board. Johnson dis this round and that each team would have
of
the Constitution, as well as under the
tinguished Levin from her fellow students thirty minutes to present their case. Levin
Fourteenth
Amendment's Due Process
by emphasizing that not only does she then turned the podium over to Stephanie
work extremely hard, but what is rarer Roy and Sarah Hensley, the co-chairs of
See VAN VLECK page 4
among law students, she has a wonderful the competition who authored the prob

that all four finalists took

Visiting Professor's Sudden Departure
Leaves Students Speculating
BY REBECCA PARKE R

Staff Writer
Following the unexpected cancella
tion of Section 11's Torts final review ses
sion last semester, much speculation has
centered on what happened with Profes
sor Lars Noah, the instructor for that
class. Students claimed that Noah said
he had been "screwed over," and would
not hold his final classes or a review ses
sion.
Noah could not be reached for a
clearer definition of "screwed over," but
many students have speculated that Noah
expected to be hired by the law school
for the subsequent semester, and, upon
denial, abruptly returned to the Univer
sity of Florida.

Dean Peter Raven-Hansen reported
no abnormality in Noah's departure in
accordance with his status as a visiting
professor.
"Visitors come for either a semes
ter or for two semesters," Raven-Hansen
explained in an e-mail. "Professor Noah
was invited for a fall semester visit to
teach Torts and Food and Drug Law."
Many of the professors hired to the
permanent faculty are first invited to visit
for a semester or more. According to
Raven-Hansen, many visitors are selected
by permanent faculty members and are
solicited by the deans. Factors such as
research and publication, scholarly repu
tation and evaluation by the home school
weigh heavily in choosing visitors. Due
to the nature of the position, however,

Munich Summer
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visiting professors cannot be evaluated as
strictly as permanent faculty appoint
ments.
Raven-Hansen explained that visit
ing professors are considered less than a
year before they are invited to teach.
Before the school can commit to a cer
tain number of temporary faculty mem
bers, it must find which classes need cov
erage. Once that is ascertained, poten
tial candidates must be informed with
enough time to get leave from their own
home schools. Since need is difficult to
accurately assess until late in the school
year, and appointments need to be made
early so 'as not to infringe on other
schools' scheduling, visiting faculty can
not be evaluated as closely as permanent

Giles Rich Competition
page 6
SBA Beat - page 7

The Hunt for the
Law School's Next
Dean is in Full Gear
BY ERIC JESCHKE

Staff Writer
When former Dean Michael Young
left in the spring of 2004to become the
president of the University of Utah, se
lect members of the law school commu
nity launched an extensive search effort
for a replacement who would keep the
Law School on its current path of im
provement.
Last April, the faculty used a secret
ballot process to select seven members to
comprise the Faculty Dean Search Com
mittee. The elected individuals were Pro
fessors Cheryl Block, Ralph Steinhardt,
Robert Tuttle, Karen Brown, Roger
Schechter and Peter- Raven-Hansen.
However, Raven-Hansen asked to be ex
cused due to a possible conflict of inter

est after he was selected as the Senior
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs.
Dennis Blumer, vice-president and gen
eral counsel to George Washington Uni
versity, also serves as a member of the
committee. The faculty committee se
lected Professor Schechter as their chair
man, a position he held during the search
for Dean Young six years ago.
From the outset, the faculty com
mittee realized the importance of asking
for input and feedback during the process
from several committees representing dif
ferent groups. These committees repre
sent the students, staff, and alumni.
The student committee, led by 2L
Will Wilder, is made up of two 3L, three
2L, one 1L, and one evening student se
lected by the SBA through an application
process.
"The committee sent a survey to the
student body. A number of desired at
tributes for the new dean seemed to be
consistent," said Wilder. "Some of them
were to be as accessible as the position
can allow, to be charismatic, and to be
an excellent fundraiser."
Some of the initiatives the student
committee would like to see the new dean
address are an increase in the diversity
of the faculty and student body, an in
crease in the ranking of the law school,
and creation of more study space in the
library.
'
Dean Robert Stanek, Associate
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International Law Society Hosts Speaker on Gender
Justice in Post-Conflict Societies
BY KAREN MORGAN

Staff Writer

present him as a speaker at the Law though women often have an integral part
School. Notar introduced Scheffer by in the initiation of peace, they are even
pointing out that, "In one week recently, tually excluded from the process.
"There's irony in places like Sierra
Scheffer had a quote on the front page of
Leone, for
the New York
example,
Times, an
w h e r e
editorial in
w o m e n
the Financial
played
a
Times, and
role in get
an interview
ting
the
on NPR."
peace pro
At the
cess initi
outset of his
ated. Yet,
talk, Scheffer
once negopointed out
tia ti ons
the obvious
c o m 
irony of a
menced,
man speak
w o m e n
ing about
were
mostly
gender issues
frozen
out."
in the interSome
national
Denise Noel//Sfaff Photographer
O
f
world, ac
Scheffer's
knowledging Vis'l'ng Professor David Scheffer enraptured a
that "[a]s a mixed-gender lunch-time audience with tales of his m0st interesting in
man, I might work on the formation of war crimes tribunals.
sights into
not under
stand every issue." However, his presen gender issues came from his experience
tation provided an unbiased view of the working with former Secretary of State
actual issues confronting gender justice. Madeleine Albright, who, in Scheffer's
Scheffer focused on the tragically view, was the "most powerful woman in
ironic treatment of women, not only the world" during the Clinton era.
Scheffer recounted what Albright
among the diplomats and world leaders,
but also at the ground level in post-con- used to call the "coffee moment." At

The new Development Section of
the International Law Society (ILS)
hosted its first event on Wednesday, Feb
ruary 3. Visiting professor David Scheffer
gave an informal talk on "Gender Justice
in Post Conflict Societies" during a
brown-bag lunch.
At GW, Scheffer teaches courses in
International Criminal Law and Interna
tional Organizations. During the Clinton
administration, Scheffer served as a se
nior advisor to the U.S. Permanent Rep
resentative to the United Nations and
as the U.S. Ambassador at Large for War
Crimes Issues. While working with the
U.N., Scheffer helped negotiate the cre
ation of the International Criminal
Court. In addition, he assisted the for
mation of the International Criminal Tri
bunals in Rwanda and the former Yugo
slavia, the Special Court for Sierra Leone,
and the Extraordinary Chambers in Cam
bodia. During the past election, Scheffer
served as an advisor on international poli
tics for the Kerry campaign. Recently,
Scheffer was also appointed Special Rap
porteur for the United Nations.
Susan Notar, a member of the ILS
Development Section and the organizer
of Wednesday's program, expressed great
pride in Scheffer's role in the world of
international law and in being able to IVict societies. In many instances, al-

meetings witVi many powerful men,

Albright would walk into a room and
immediately start pouring cups of coffee.
While Scheffer stayed seated, under strict
instructions not to move, Albright would
continue pouring coffee. Most of the
time, one of the men would eventually
ask, "Ms. Albright, can I get up and help
you with that?" Albright would invari
ably respond, "Gentlemen, please, it's all
right. I used to do this for a living."
In order to correct the gender in
equalities in the international community,
Scheffer emphasized that gender justice
must be pervasive in every aspect of re
building post-conflict societies: gender
issues must be addresses in laws, consti
tutions, and the entire rebuilding process.
For the recently-formed ILS Devel
opment Section, Scheffer's lecture proved
a great success from both an education
and an organizational point of view. "At
tendance was good, and I was pleased to
see a mix of men and women. You al
ways wonder if only women will come
to gender-based programs," commented
Notar.
As the Development Section grows
further throughout the course of the se
mester, law students can expect the new
committee to play a key role in the revitalization of ILS. Notar explained her
committee's focus: "ILS covers such a big
umbrella in international law; the Devel
opment Section is intent on focusing only
on development issues."

Munich Intellectual Property Summer Program an
Exciting Collaboration for IP Students and Professors
BY SAM DANGREMOND

Staff Writer
"I think everybody had fun, we
didn't loose any students in the beer gar
dens," Professor Robert Brauneis humor
ously recalled of last summer's inaugu
ral session of the George Washington
Law School's Munich Intellectual Prop
erty Summer Program.
A four-week summer session for
students interested in studying IP law in
an international setting, the program was
developed by Professor Brauneis as an
offshoot of the Munich Intellectual Prop
erty Law Center. Immersing students in
the wealth of IP-related resources located
in Munich, the program offers students a
variety of fieldtrips in addition to the aca
demic load of four classes.
Munich has been called the Intel
lectual Property capital of Europe, as it
is home to the European Patent Office,
as well as the German Patent and Trade
mark office. The worldwide headquarters
of German automaker BMW and Ger
man electronics giant Siemens are also
located there.
Brauneis explained that students
"get to visit all the European and Ger
man IP institutions," and that the tour
of BMW's manufacturing plant was one
of the highlights of the trip.
"Several students said that the
BMW field trip was the coolest fieldtrip
they'd been on in their lives. We toured
the assembly line, we stood next to these
enormous robots assembling cars right
next to us."

Brauneis described the goal of the
summer program as twofold: "[F]or the
students, it's to expose them to interna
tional comparative IP law, in an international
setting,"
while

Brauneis.
Last summer, 31 students attended
the program -14 were from GW, the re
mainder came from other law schools
across
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seek to
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One of the higlights of last summer's Munich Intellectual
offer "a
cording
Property Summer Program was a tour of a BMW manufac
broad
t
o
turing plant.
view of
Brauneis.
interna
Stu
tional IP" in the coursework. The cur dents also have the opportunity to inter
riculum does not favor hard or soft IP: act with the international LLM students
there is "something for everyone," said studying at the Munich Intellectual Prop

erty Law Center. Brauneis observed that
"one of the things the students in the sum
mer program really liked was that they
met people from all over the world."
The Law Center is a joint venture
of GW Law and three German institu
tions: the Max Plank Institute for Intel
lectual Property, Competition and Tax
Law; the University of Augsburg; and the
Technical University of Munich. The
Max Plank Institute is the major draw for
the faculty, as it is "probably the largest
concentration of IP academics in the
world," said Brauneis. The Institute
houses more than 50 faculty members
dedicated to IP work. Brauneis described
this number as "probably more than all
of the DC area law schools combined."
The faculty derives tremendous ben
efit from the collaborative effort: "We'll
present papers, they'll present papers -we
get to know each other as academics. And
we also enjoy the field trips as well," de
scribed Brauneis.
Last year he was joined by four
other GW law faculty in teaching the
summer program. This summer, only he
and Professor Laura Heymann will make
the trip from GW, while professors from
a variety of US law schools, including
UC-Berkeley and Villanova, together with
two German faculty members from the
Munich Intellectual Property Law Cen
ter will teach the remainder of the classes.
All of the classes, nonetheless, will be
taught in English.
This summer's program runs from
July 4th to 30th, and applications are still
being accepted on a roiling basis.
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PMBR offers substantive law lectures on CD o r audio cassette tapes for all Multistate Bar Exam subject
areas. Subjects include: Torts (6 hours), Contracts (9 hours), Property (6 hours), Criminal Law (3 hours),
Evidence (6 hours), and Constitutional Law (6 hours). You can skip to different tracks and review exactly the
topic area you want to cover without hitting fast forward on a tape and guessing if you have stopped it in the
right place. Each CD case has a detailed listing of tracks for different topic areas, so you can go right to the
topic you need. Listen to them on your computer, in the car or anywhere you normally use a CD. The subject
coverage and sound quality are excellent! What else would you expect from PMBR?
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Denecke and Clove Triumph at Annual
Giles S. Rich Moot Court Competition
BY STEPHANIE DECKTER

Staff Writer
Robots, deceit, and patent examin
ers, plus cashing in your stock options and
running off to the Caribbean was all in a
day's work for the fictional players of the
2004-2005 Giles S. Rich Moot Court
Competition. The competition was spon
sored by the American Intellectual Prop
erty Law Association (AIPLA) and co
ordinated by 3L Kartic Padmanabhan on
behalf of the GW Moot Court Board.
The Giles Rich competition
is one of four internal moot court
competitions run by the Moot
Court Board for upper-level GW
law students. Twenty-four stu
dents, working in pairs, entered the
competition by filing their appel
lant brief on October 29,2004, and
their appellee brief on November
12, 2004. Preliminary oral argu
ments took place on January 22, 2005.
The semi-final and final rounds followed
on January 23, 2005. Christl Denecke,
one of eventual winners of the competi
tion, liked this distribution of the
workload. "[This system] gives us more
time to focus on the briefs and more time
to focus on the argument," said Denecke.
Although the competition is run for
law students nationwide by AIPLA, it fell

work with and he put so much effort into
it."
Padmanabhan is a bit more mod
est. "It was a good amount of work . . .
making sure I knew the problem well
enough to answer questions about it," he
said. Despite this and Padmanabhan's
other commitments as a Dean's Fellow
and working full-time, he still "had a lot
of fun" and encourages members of the
Moot Court Board to apply for this chair
person position for next year.

paid trip to [regionals]" as well as another
credit for the extra work," noted
Padmanabhan of the perks of being the
big winner.
"I am very excited about regionals
-just to experience it -and we both hope
to represent the school well," comments
Clove. The two hope to advance to the
National Finals Competition which will
take place in Washington, D.C. on April
13-15,2005.

Although Denecke and Clove were
new to the world of Giles Rich, their fel-

by the quality of the people we went
against in the semi-finals and finals," said
Denecke, "I don't want to see them in a
courtroom!"
Clove added. "After the morning of
semi-finals arguing against [Pivovar] and
[Gubiotti], I thought they would move on
- they were really, really good."
Despite the fact that the Giles Rich
competition focused on an IP law prob
lem, it is not just open to students with
science or engineering backgrounds.
Denecke is a self-described "IP geek," but
many of the other competitors are
not. Padmanabhan notes, "the as
sumption that you need a strong
IP background to compete... is not
the case."
Even though being in the
process of taking your first IP
class, as many of the 2L competi
tors were, is helpful, says
Padmanabhan, one "can defi
nitely pick up what you need when re
searching the cases." For this reason, he
encourages more people to consider com
peting in future years.
Padmanabhan recommends the
Giles Rich competition, as well as the
other outside competitions, to all GW law
students. "It is a great opportunity," he
said.
"Competitions are a really good

Giles Rich Competition Honors
Best Brief- Joey Yao
Best Overall Competitor & Best Oralist - Jonathan Lee
Winning Team - Christl Denecke and Sherri Clove

to Chairperson Padmanabhan to ensure
that the GW contest ran smoothly.

Although 12 teams entered the fray,
only four teams reached the semi-final.
These teams consisted of Christl Denecke
and Sheree Clove, Anna Solowiej and
Joey Yao, Adam Pivovar and Matthew
Gubiotti, and Jonathan Lee and Timur
Yurtseven. After a grueling day of oral
arguments, the teams of Denecke and
Clove and Lee and Yurtseven emerged as
finalists, with Denecke and Clove finally
taking the grand prize.
But GW Law is not the end of the

low finalists Jonathan Lee and Timur
Yurtseven are veteran competitors.
Yurtseven and Lee competed in Giles
Rich last year and were finalists then as
well.
"We were both already on the Moot
Court Board," said Yurtseven, "so we
had a decent amount of experience do
ing oral arguments." Yurtseven attributes
their success to their seasoning and also
notes that they "both tend to get better as

way to work on your skills — as much as

the competition progresses."

they are extra work, this is doing what

Padmanabhan, in charge for th e second
straight year, organized the logistical as
pects of the competition and wrote the
bench memo. "That man did an amaz
ing job coordinating everything," ob
served Denecke," he was really easy to

road for winners Denecke and Clove. The
pair will go on to compete in the Regional
Competition in Boston on March 18-20,
2005. Other regionals will take place in
Chicago, Houston, and Silicon Valley.
"The winning team gets an all expenses

Although only one team could win,
all of this year's competitors really
stepped up to the plate. Both members
of the winning team were very impressed
with their fellow competitors, especially
in the later rounds. "I was blown away

you are going to do," said Denecke,
"that's how you get better!" Yurtseven
agreed. "Overall, it was a great opportu
nity to get oral argument experience and
I recommend the competition to anyone
interested in IP."

VAN VLECK from page 1.

him, he also addressed the Full Faith &
Credit issue by arguing that the federal

that the Fourteenth Amendment claims
should be reviewed under a heightened

and why the state's purported interest in
preserving the traditional institution of
marriage was irrational in the petition
ers' view. Analogizing to Loving v. Vir
ginia, Suarez wrapped up her portion of
the argument by asking the Court to find
that marriage does constitute a funda
mental right for all persons.
For the Respondents, Leckey first
faced the crossfire of the judicial panel
to take on the issues of jurisdiction and
full faith and credit. She too took a twopronged approach in arguing that
DOMA was, first of all constitutional, but
even if it were not, the states were still
fully within their power to refuse recog
nition to actions of their sister states.
Unwavering in the face of probing and
difficult questions, Leckey managed to
cover all her points before time ran out.
Carvalho found herself defending
the government's two asserted purposes
of marriage - procreation and preserva
tion of tradition - against charges that
both issues are already tarnished by wide
spread divorce in this country and by a
lack of required testing for the ability to
have children. She distinguished adverse
case precedent by arguing that recogni
tion of gay marriage was a narrow de
nial of rights.
In rebuttal, Zveynach skillfully
seized on opposing counsel's concession
that petitioners came to the Court seek
ing to have their constitutional rights rec
ognized to reaffirm his position.
Following the conclusion of all ar-

and Equal Protection clauses.
The parties had to argue three is
sues. Zveynach and Leckey would ad
dress whether or not the Court had juris
diction to hear the case at all, and whether
or not the Full Faith and Credit Clause
required the state of Gilead to enforce the
judgment of the state of Liberty. Suarez
and Carvalho would debate whether or
not the right to marry under the Four
teenth Amendment should be broadly
construed to encompass homosexual
marriages.
Professor Roger Schechter, in what
he called his "legacy function," intro
duced the three judges who would con
stitute the Supreme Court of the United
States for the evening's purposes. The
Honorable Roger L. Wollman of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit
served as Chief Justice. He was joined
on the panel by the Honorable T.S. Ellis,
III, of the U.S. District Court for the East
ern District of Virginia, and by the Hon
orable Peggy A. Quince of the Florida
Supreme Court.
Zveynach opened the arguments by
addressing the Congressional act that
seemingly deprived the Court of the ju
risdiction to hear the case before it. De
spite being peppered by a battery of tough
questions from the judges, Zveynach re
main firm in his conviction that Congress
could not shield itself from judicial re
view by passing a blanket statute remov
ing all Article III jurisdiction from cer
tain legislation.
In the brief amount of time left to

Van Vleck Competition Honors
Best Overall Competitor

1st - Molly Lecky
2nd - Dave Zvenyach
3rd - Rebecca Carvalho
Best Oralist

1st - Ed Rodriguez
2nd - Robert Folliard
3rd - Molly Leckey
Best Brief

1st - Dave Zvenyach
2nd - Molly Leckey
3rd - Adam Ostrowsky
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) was
an inappropriate use of Congressional
power because it impermissibly impinged
on state's rights.
Suarez followed her co-counsel with
a double-pronged argument. She asserted

level of scrutiny, but that in any case the
government's arguments failed to meet
even the rational basis standard of review.
The judges' queries included
whether or not there exists a fundamen
tal right to marry whomever one pleases

See VAN VLECK page 6
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Eleventh Annual

Comparative Law
Program in Europe
June 11 -July 10, 2005
London - Paris
Brussels - Geneva
International Economic Law-Seminars at the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the European
Union, the World Trade Organization, Arbitration Court, and
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development. (3 credits)

International Human Rights Law-Seminars at the United
Nations, the International Committee of the Red Cross, the
High Commissioners for Human Rights and for Refugees,
artel the International

Labor

Organization. (3 credits^

International Environmental Law-Seminars at the World
Health Organization, Green Cross, the United Nations
Environmental Program, and secretariats of key environmen
tal treaties in Geneva. (3 credits)

• ABA approved • Limited enrollment • Maximum credits: 6
• All seminars taught in English • Cost: $6,^86
(includes tuition for 6 credits, shared room with breakfast, some additional meals, and some transfers)

For more information, contact:
Professor Emilio Viano
Telephone: 202-885-6228
Fax: 202-885-2907
E-mail: eurolaw@american.edu
www.wcl.american.edu/parisge neva
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Faculty Profile
munity as a legal activist.
A professor at the George Washing
ton University Law School since 1993,
As an undergraduate at Princeton Cahn teaches Family Law, Trusts and
University, Professor Naomi Cahn had Estates, and Professional Responsibility.
aspirations of becoming a journalist, ar Speaking about her GW experience,
chaeologist or even a psychologist. She Cahn enthuses, "I love teaching at GW.
did not decide to become a lawyer until I like the students, I like my colleagues
her senior year.
and I like the courses I teach and the re
However, one thing Cahn had al search I'm doing."
Cahn's colleagues feel equally warm
ways wanted to do was teach. In fact,
while majoring in public policy, she be about her. "Professor Cahn is a wonder
came certified as a social science teacher ful and wise teacher and scholar, whose
for high school students and student- formidable command of feminist legal
taught at a high school on the outskirts theory is matched only by her deep com
mitment to social justice," said Suzanne
of Trenton, New Jersey.
Another thing Cahn always knew Jackson, Associate Professor of Clinical
she wanted to pursue was work in the Law. "She has been a mentor to many,
public interest field. She wrote her un many law students and young lawyers dergraduate thesis on the politics of day myself included — and her scholarship
reaches well be
care, and while
yond the law
at Columbia
Law School she
school to benefit
helped found a
others."
public interest
What
law association.
makes Cahn a fa
She also served
vorite among her
on Columbia
students is her
University's Hu
ability to show
man Rights Law
case the law be
Review.
yond casebooks.
U p o n
According
to
graduation from
Soma Kedia, 2L
law school, one
Day, "she really
of Cahn's first
tried to take the
jobs was with
class past the
Community Le
casebook into the
gal Services in
Naomi Cahn
real world by us
ing videos, news
Philadelphia,
where she litigated in the family law unit. paper articles, and even Dear Abby let
She later became Co-Director of the ters to show us how family law issues af
Emergency Domestic Relations Project fect actual people. She was enthusiastic
and then Assistant Director at the Sex even at 9:00 a.m. and has a great rapport
Discrimination Clinic, both at with her students." Cahn has also been
Georgetown University Law Center. known to bring snacks, including her
Despite the inherently disturbing nature children's home-baked cookies, to Friday
of domestic violence work, Cahn enjoyed night classes.
In addition to her classes, Cahn
her experience as a clinical instructor tre
mendously. Not only was she able to help is the Africa Project Director for the GW
victims of violence, but she found teach Institute for International Corporate
ing and her interaction with students and Governance and Accountability. The
clients on a daily basis very rewarding. Africa Project was started in 2002 with
Additionally, she found it fulfilling to be Ford Foundation support and is currently
able to work with students so they could fundraising to be able to work in Africa
stand up in court and help those really in to conduct educational outreach and
training. The Africa Project just held a
need.
While at Georgetown in the early conference last fall that brought together
1990s, in addition to her clinical work, legal scholars, development NGO repre
Cahn also became one of the first profes sentatives, and policy-makers from Af
sors in the United States to teach a class rica, Europe and North America, to ex
on international women's right issues. amine general corporate issues and pro
Additionally, while there Cahn worked vide comparative studies of certain Afri
on a landmark Supreme Court case, can nations on a variety of governance
United Auto Workersv. Johnson Controls, Inc. topics. The project is also in the process
As co-counsel, she filed an am of developing a book based on the pro
icus curiae brief for Equal Rights Advo ceedings.
Professor Lawrence Mitchell, Di
cates, arguing that an employer's policy
rector
of the Institute, recalls that al
banning all fertile women from work in
though
Cahn's field was not corporate or
volving lead exposure was discriminatory
finance
law, when approached about
and that the employer had not established
heading
up the Africa project, she em
that sex was a bona fide occupational
braced
the
idea and brought her energy,
qualification. The argument was based
enthusiasm,
and creativity into the
on the fact that men were also equally at
risk through lead exposure yet they were project.
"It wouldn't be an exaggeration for
not barred from such work.
In addition to her work at me to say that she has made the Project
Georgetown, Cahn's Washington, D.C. what it is." Mitchell says. "She has cre
experience includes time at Hogan & ated important contacts, put together di
Hartson, where she worked on helping verse and fascinating people and, in the
integrate schools through her representa process, has begun to make herself an
tion of school boards, and on pro bono expert on African economic develop
domestic relations cases. Working with ment."
Cahn was recently on leave from
other attorneys, she has also succeeded
2002
to 2004 in Kinshasa, Democratic
in improving Washington, D.C.'s laws
Republic
of the Congo, where her hus
regarding domestic violence and child
band
was
the U.S. Agency for Internacustody through her services to the com
BY CRISTINA VON SPI EGELFELD

Staff Writer

VlSITINGfrom page 1.
faculty.
Once visiting professors have spent
a semester at the law school, they can be
evaluated through the SBA Tenure and
Promotions Committee. The SBA sends
questionnaires to students and compiles
responses to make a suggestion to the fac
ulty promotions committee. Student
committee chair Tracy Schampers re
ported that she was not asked to compile
a report on Professor Noah.
The Tenure and Promotions Com
mittee rates professors on issues they feel
are important to students. According to
Schampers, some of the important fac
tors in a positive recommendation include
teaching style, accessibility to students,
and knowledge and enthusiasm for the
subject matter. The SBA does not review
the professors independently. It follows
specific requests from the faculty.
Schampers could not attest to the
weight given to student committee rec
ommendations in the actual hiring pro
cess because once the committee has sub
mitted its report, the remaining review is
done confidentially. Normally, perma
nent hires appear to be invited to apply
for their potential positions. They are

VAN VLECKfrompage5.
guments, the justices recessed to decide
the winners while Dean Roger Trangsrud,
with the help of Dean Johnson and Levin,
presented awards to winners in various
categories of excellence from the prelimi
nary rounds of Van Vleck and from the
Giles Rich Intellectual Property Moot
Court Competition, as determined by

reviewed by faculty members in smaller
groups, and then required to make a pre
sentation to the faculty en masse.
Many of the rumors flying Noah
suggest that he may have expected an in
vitation to apply. Since he was unavail
able for comment, however, it remains
unclear accurate such speculations may
be.
According to Raven-Hansen, Noah
fulfilled his professional obligations.
Many students were upset when their
reading period review session was can
celled, although Eric Jeschke, a section
11 1L, reported that Noah did hold a re
view during the last week of classes. Af
ter the review, Noah cancelled the two
remaining classes and returned to
Florida.
Holding a review session is, accord
ing to Raven-Hansen, entirely optional.
Raven-Hansen cited two schools of
thought on review.
Many professors feel that holding
review sessions gives students a reason to
put off understanding and questioning
the material until the end of the semes
ter. Other professors remain indifferent.
In either case, GW Law professors are
not required to hold review.

all competitors on the high level of excel
lence they exhibited during competition.
He noted that they "reenergized his hope
for the future," explaining that the future
that he sees in front of him in court every
day "looks pretty bleak."
While the decision was very tough
for the whole panel and was a close one,
Leckey and Carvalho eventually got the

competitors' scores.

nod as the winning team.
In making
known the decision, Chief Justice

The justices awarded the Best Brief
and Best Oralist awards for the final
round, as well as selected the winning
team. Zveynach received the Best Brief
Award, while Leckey walked away as the
Best Oralist.
Prior to the announcement of the
winning team, Justice Ellis commended

Wollman reminded the competitors that
they as justices had to answer to a higher
court themselves — the GW Moot Court
Board — that told them there could be
only one winner.
A reception at the Marvin Center
where students mingled with judges and
competitors followed the competition.

tional Development (USAID) Mission
Director. While in Kinshasa, Cahn
worked on gender issues, issues of sexual
violence, child "witches," adolescent
sexuality, and corporate responsibility.
Through Global Rights (formerly the In
ternational Human Rights Law Group),
Cahn worked with the organization
Femmes a la Base, analyzing a survey of
100 Congolese adolescents views on sexu
ality. The goals of the project were to
develop civil society by creating more in
volvement in the community, to imple
ment a concrete project, and to provide
additional forms of education to ground
the rights of adolescents.
Cahn was also a member of the
USAID Gender Task Force for the
Congo. In Kinshasa she was able to study
and learn more about the use of sexual
violence as a tool of war in the eastern
part of the Congo. It is believed that more
women and girls have been subjected to
sexual violence in the Congo than in the
former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, ex
plained Cahn. Additionally, millions of
people have been caught in the crossfire
and have died of disease. Cahn noted
that, regrettably, this problem that has
been largely ignored and overshadowed
by other conflicts.
Since her return to the United
States, Cahn has continued to work on
bringing attention to these issues through
her articles, publications and her speak
ing engagements at conferences. She has
since spoken on sexual violence issues
during wartime and post conflict recon

struction. In addition to her work in
women's human rights issues, she has also
written and spoken about juvenile delin
quency and the issues raised by new
neuroscientific studies showing that
adulthood is reached at a later age. She
has also been asked to write a chapter for
an ABA publication on the care of chil
dren when a parent is incapacitated or
dies.
As her many activities shows, Cahn
strives to remain very engaged in her field
nationally and is highly regarded among
her peers. According to Professor
Catherine Ross, Cahn is a great person
with whom to bounce ideas around.
"Naomi is a wonderful colleague," said
Ross.
"We talk about and read each
other's draft articles, and exchange ideas
about our courses. Even when Naomi was
in Africa for the last two years, we were
in frequent email communication. In
deed, Naomi is such a good collaborator
that we are currently co-authoring a fam
ily law textbook for West (with two other
co-authors from other schools)."
Born in Canada, Cahn became an
American citizen just last year, although
she lived in St. Louis, Missouri since the
age of two. Beyond her legal career, Cahn
likes to cook, read, play cards and travel
with her family, which includes her two
little girls. She is also an avid hiker and
biker and in fact, bikes regularly to work
from Bethesda - a total of 15 miles each
day!
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DEAN SEARCH from page l.
Dean for Admissions and Financial Aid,
and Roseanne O'Hara, Director of Stu
dent Administrative Services, are cochairs of the staff committee, made up
off nine associate deans and directors.
Dean Stanek emailed the staff early in
the academic year and synthesized four
common desired characteristics for the
new dean. The dean should be an ac
complished fundraiser, possess a vision
of where to lead the law school in 5-10
years, be a strong leader, and be person
able and able to interact with the staff.
"Administrative services at the law
school have expanded exponentially in
recent years," said Dean Stanek. "We are
looking for someone who will support us
and give us ideas of how to expand in
the future."
"Dean Young came to us early on
with the idea of exams on laptops. It can
be so important to have someone like that
who is interested in helping to find a new
direction for the school," added O'Hara.
Another source of vital input in the
search process is the alumni committee,
comprising nine alumni representing di
verse backgrounds and areas of practice.
David Berz, a managing partner at Weil
Gotshal & Manges, is the chairman of
the committee.
"It is difficult with committee
members having busy schedules but most
members will be able to attend all of the
presentations," said Adjunct Professor
Monica Monroe, a member of the alumni
committee. "We intend to speak with
every candidate and present our thoughts
to the faculty committee."
Some of the issues on which the

alumni committee focuses include the
dean's potential relationship with alumni,
fundraising potential and general admin
istrative abilities, and the dean's ability
to maintain the strong reputation in in
tellectual property.
The faculty committee began the
initial steps of the search while the other
committees were being formed. Due to
equal employment regulations, the faculty
committee was required to publicly post
an advertisement for the dean's position.
"We also solicited suggestions from
the faculty and the deans of the top 50
law schools. Those suggestions gave us a
list of about 160 names that we narrowed
to 80 by looking solely at their paper cre
dentials," said Professor Schechter.
"Then we called everyone on that list to
see how many were actually interested in
the position. After those phone calls,
there were about twenty candidates re
maining."
The faculty committee then held 90minute interviews with two to three can
didates each week from mid-October
through mid-December. After the inter
views, the faculty committee briefed the
chairs of the other committees and col
lected feedback. In early January, the fac
ulty committee selected seven candidates
to invite to campus. Three additional
candidates from within the law school
community complete the finalist list.
The interview process for the re
maining candidates will begin the second
week of February. Each candidate will
meet with several faculty members and
make a presentation to the committees
during their two-day campus visit.
Each committee is also given an
hour's time during the visit to meet with

BY JANE YANOVSKY

News Editor
The SBA held its most recent meet
ing on Tuesday, January 25 at 8 pm.
President Eric Koester announced that
proceeds from the Tsunami Relief drive
put on by the law school would be
matched by KPMG's Washington, D.C.
office. Senators discussed the success of
their efforts to raise money by collecting
donations in class. Several first year sec
tions put up an impressive showing, rais
ing over $200 each.
Elections Committee Chair Kate
MuIIane announced that elections for all
SBA positions will be held this semester
on February 23. Candidates will have
until February 11 to announce their can
didacy. There will not be online voting
this time around due to technological dif
ficulties, but the Elections Committee
hopes to make that a reality for next year.
Program Board Chair Shannon
Gibson reported on the progress of
Barrister's Ball planning. Tickets were
available both online and at the informa
tion desk. No tickets will be sold at the
door.
Senators reported on several issues
on concern, including the formation of a
Facilities Services Committee to oversee
the candidate to ask questions"specific to

problems with microwaves and refrigera
tors and ensure that they are kept clean.
Students with facilities concerns can con
tact
the
committee
at
sbafacilities@law.gwu.edu.
Members of the Bylaws Commit
tee reported that they plan to complete
drafting the new SBA bylaws this semes
ter as a series of weekend meetings.
Vice-President Erin Plasteras an
nounced that she looked into student
complaints about the library doors on the
second floor being closed early and that
the problem comes down to having
enough people to staff that entrance way.
She encouraged SBA officers and all
other students to take the initiate and sign
up for these positions in order to elimi
nate the early closure problem. All stu
dents are eligible to be paid $8/hour. Ad
ditionally, the Stockton computer room
and the Westlaw/Lexis printer rooms will
now be open starting at 7 a.m.
Preview Day for admitted students
will be held on April 1 this year. Stu
dents will be asked to host visitors at their
apartments, if they can.
All outlines submitted last semes
ter have been uploaded to the Outline
Bank. Students are encouraged to sub
mit their own outlines by e-mailing them
to plavelle@law.gwu.edu.

have to weigh the intensity of a certain

their concerns and suggestions.

committee's views," said F'rofessor

"When we talk with the prospective
deans, administrative skills are extremely
important. Based on the nature of the
staff's work, we need to feel like we can
work comfortably with the new dean,"
said Dean Stanek. "We will also have to
inform them of some of the issues we
currently face."
After the campus visits, the faculty
committee will again collect feedback and
rank the top four to six candidates.
"The faculty committee is not a
purely ministerial entity. There is a cer
tain need to also exercise sound judg
ment. With many groups involved, we'll

Schechter.
A faculty meeting in mid-April for
all full-time faculty will narrow the can
didate list to three. That final candidate
list will be presented to the George Wash
ington University President Stephen
Trachtenberg, who will make the final
selection and finish any necessary nego
tiations in time for the coming academic
year.
Although a time-consuming pro
cess, the dean search committees are well
on their way to identifying the most ap
propriate candidates to direct the future
of the law school.
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Hide and Seek
" 'II ad mit that this was a really jumping out at you, and the camera
tough review to write, mainly screwing with your head as you follow it
.because Hide and Seek, directed to the next frightening image. Obviously,
by John Poison, starring Robert DeNiro when I was little, that really scared me.
and Dakota Fanning, is one of those However, since I've grown up (theoreti
"Sixth Sense" mo vies -a cool thriller that cally), I have only encountered one film
slams you with a huge, unexpected rev that truly scared the pants off of me, and
elation at the end. And I would feel aw that was a film named Joyride, with Steve
ful if I ruined it for anyone, but this film Zahn and Leelee Sobieski.
Simply put: two wiseass kids play a
is a must-see.
stupid
prank, the recipient does not ap
Dakota Fanning is absolutely in
preciate
it too much, and decides to get
credible, DeNiro is obviously great, and
Hide and Seek also sports a great support them back. Joyride wasn't scary because
ing cast, with Elisabeth Shue, Famke of quick startles and slashers and cam
Janssen, and Dylan Baker. The story is era mind tricks, but because the scenario
unique and exciting, and the effects of was so real, and its antagonist was truly
sound and camerawork in this film should demented and horrifying. Moreover, I
be experienced on a big screen. Hide and spent weeks after I watched it hearing his
Seek, ho wever, unfortunately backs itself voice in my head, and contemplating how
many of my friends were cocky and stu
into a corner because its
pid enough to play a
punch line cannot be de
similar prank and have
livered until the end.
the same thing happen
What could have
to them.
been an amazing psy
Admittedly, if you
chological
thriller
don't scare easily as an
turned into an annoying
adult, you won't find
jump-fest, where every
much pleasure in those
ten minutes the director
stale scary movies. But
set up something scary
it's those psychological
to pop out at you, fail
head-game movies that
ing to accept the fact
LINDSAY TASHER
can really get to you;
that
enough
was
Hide and Seek frustrated
enough.
me because it should
DeNiro
plays
have been a purely psy
New York City psy

I

Res Ipsa Cinema

chologist "David CaUaway, a -widowed
father whose wife, within the first five

minutes of the 61m, commits a messy sui
cide, after voicing clear dissatisfaction
with their marriage. Overwhelmed with
guilt and concerned about his daughter,
Emily (Fanning), David moves out of the
city to upstate New York, hoping that the
change of scenery will help Emily over
come the trauma of losing her mother.
Upon arriving at their new home,
Emily meets an imaginary friend,
"Charlie," who serves as the confidante
and playmate David wishes he could be
for her. However, "Charlie" has a dark
side. He clearly has some opinions about
the people in Emily's life, and begins cre
ating horrifying scenes within the house
as reminders of Emily's mother's suicide.
One such example is writing "You
Let Her Die" in red crayon over a
candlelit-bathtub recreation of the way in
which Emily's mother died. Although
David originally blames Emily for these
horrific acts, he realizes soon enough that
"Charlie" knows a little bit too much
about the marriage and other aspects of
their life for Emily to invent or assume
on her own.
The question, predictably, then be
comes for the rest of the movie—Who is
"Charlie?" Where is he from, how does
he know so much about David and Emily,
and why is he so intent on destroying
them?
I really loved this movie and I would
recommend it, but part of it disappointed
me. I wanted to review a scary film since
I hadn't done one yet, and spent a week
trying to convince friends to go with me.
Everyone kept saying the same thing: "I
don't like scary movies" (Thanks to
Christl for giving in).
After seeing Hide and Seek, I recog
nized how our views of scary movies
change over the years. I grew up thinking
"scary" meant slasher Jason and Freddytype movies with lots of blood, stuff

chological movie. It -was, to an extent —
you knew the plot was messing with your

mind, but you weren't sure how.
The story also left you teetering be
tween the supernatural and the real. The
problem was that the secret had to wait,
and the director needed to fill t he rest of
the movie. Unfortunately, he filled it with
too many sudden shockers, cheesy cam
era angles, and numerous loud, jarring
sounds. After experiencing this almost
every ten minutes, I started getting an
noyed and bored.
Of course, this is all my opinion. I
know film fright is different for everyone
- I'm sure some people will totally dis
agree with me and think that the jumpy
moments made the movie great. Critics
would hail it with that token phrase
"edge-of-your-seat terror."
Some will appreciate the combina
tion of heart-racing and head-racing ex
periences. Regardless, most people, me in
cluded, will say that the film was enjoy
able, the story was very clever, and the
cast was superb.
Hide and Seek made me ask myself:
when exactly, if ever, do we stop being
afraid of ghosts and slashers, and it takes
realistic horrors to scare us? My dad told
me once that the summer Jaws came out
that people were petrified to go in the
water. This film messed with their minds
so much that a pleasurable activity was
ruined by an unrealistic fear. Not the fear
that adulterers felt after watching Fatal
Attraction, but a deep, heart-pounding, un
controllable fear.
Jaws was 30 years ago. Have we
become so unflappable since that we're
always able to convince ourselves that
"it's just a story?" For those of us who
love the thrill of being truly terrified by
fiction, we wait, but possibly can find
some enjoyment in Hide and Seek in the
meantime.

The Canadian
Invasion is Upon Us

D

espite meteorological re one of the band's members has put out
ports to the contrary, it is an album that has been met with similar
in fact a very hot time to critical acclaim.
Records by related groups De
be a Canadian. Feel free to disagree with
me, America, but prepare to suffer the stroyer, A.C. Newman, Neko Case & Her
Boyfriends, and Limblifter are all worth
consequences.
It is difficult to articulate how deep- checking out.
Bands based in Toronto and
seated our hatred for our neighbors to the
North has become over the last few years. Montreal follow this pattern of familial,
Thankfully, our cartoon characters have spirit-of-collaboration attitude as well.
the ability to speak for us. When Homer Toronto's Broken Social Scene, with
Simpson memorably asks, "Go to 2003's brilliant album You Forgot I t in
Canada? Why would we leave America People in their pocket, also includes mem
to go to America Junior?", his remark bers of Stars and Do Make Say Think. It
masks a more serious inquiry into makes it easy to find an opening act when
Canada's socialist leanings—tendencies touring if your members can merely re
that clearly defy modern American ide arrange themselves and crank out an alltogether different brand of blissful pop.
als.
Like the New Por
Recent investiga
nographers,
the
tions have uncovered
many members of
that South Park: Bigger,
Broken Social Scene
Longer, and Uncut was
tend to crowd the
partially funded with a
stage.
U.S. government grant
Not to be out
as part of a strategy to
done, the sometimes
create popular films that
nine members of
lodged an anti-Cana
The Arcade Fire,
dian sentiment in the
public. As if Celine
2004's band of the
Dion and the echo of
year in many re
PETER B ROMAGHIM
spoken French weren't
spects, are the latest
and greatest of
enough to get us going.

Music for the Masses

What one might
initially pass off as good-natured ribbing
has understandably begun to affect the

Montreal's exports.
The Fire's debut Funeral (previously dis
cussed at length here) and their frenetic

Canuck psyche after all these years. Ca
nadian cultural ministers rightly fear the
Americanization of their proud country
as the result of these tactics. Armed with
only one-tenth of the U.S. population, a
drastic plan of action was required to save
their nation.
It's not like the U.S. and Canada
haven't had some skirmishes in the past.
We invaded Canada in the War of 1812,
toyed with the idea again with War Plan
Red in the 1930s, and won a brief but
fabulous skirmish with the Battle of the
Brians in Calgary in '88.
Though lacking in military might,
Canadian citizens have been assembling
along the border for years, so much so
that 90% of the population now resides
within 100 miles of the U.S. And they're
a-boot ready.
But first, Canada resolved to try
some unconventional warfare to spare a
few innocent lives. The plan: Have the
nation's musical artists write some beau
tiful pop/rock songs, in an effort to win
back cultural respect and simultaneously
lull the antagonistic Americans into a
state of euphoria. It's the anti-terrorism.
True, for years, Canadian music
was relegated to American "lite"; it
seemed that they had a lighthearted and
more affable counterpart to each rockstar
their southern neighbor put up on stage.
To Black Sabbath there was Rush,
Springsteen had his Bryan Adams and
Madonna her Sarah McLachlan, while
the Barenaked Ladies tried to singlehandedly counter the entire grunge thing.
Now, however, it seems that Cana
dian groups are doing most of the lead
ing. Take the New Pornographers, for
example, a Vancouver sextet whose two
proper albums Mass Romantic and Electric
Version, include the glossiest pop of the
'00s thus far, on the radio or otherwise.
But it doesn't stop there—almost every

live show have proven quite a lethal com
bination, especially this last week's show
at the 9:30 Club.
In typical Canadian style, the band
has ties to the Hidden Cameras, Les
Mouches, and Wolf Parade, all up-andcomers on the Montreal circuit. Former
tourmates The Unicorns, meanwhile,
equipped with a similarly out-of-control
live act, have done nothing to dissuade a
close friend's claims that they are "the
next Pavement."
The Canadian plan goes to great
lengths to ensure that there's a little some
thing for every musical taste. The acous
tically minded can follow the consistently
good Hayden, while for the more elec
tronically inclined, there's Caribou (for
merly known as Manitoba—can't get
more Canadian than the name of a prov
ince).
For the punky kids there's Hot Hot
Heat, and the straight-forward rockers
can revel in The Constantines' Shine a
Light. And I've recently discovered Frog
Eyes, and on and on... it's an impressive
list of well-above-average bands, espe
cially when you consider it per capita.
Like Dr. Strangelove's fluoride-in-thewater approach to global takeover, the
Canadian Invasion is a deviously brilliant
tactic, so subtle that most people won't
even know it's happening. And it hits the
States in the area where their defenses are
most depleted. What U.S. band is going
to save rock and roll from Canadian take
over? Not even God's chosen ones—
Creed—are on our side to save us now!
If you were oblivious to this major
musical coup, consider yourself warned.
But even then, you'll probably find that,
like Joey Pants' digital steak in The Ma
trix, it's good enough that you just don't
care. You've got to hand it to Canada—
this is some unbelievable stuff. Except
Nickelback. Those guys suck.
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You Are Not Your Grades

D

ear Ally,

I'm a first-year student and we recently received our grades from first semester exams. I got a decent grade on the
midterm and I studied so much for finals
hoping to do even better, but apparently
it didn't work. I was
shocked to see that I
hadn't done well on
ALLY, 2 L
my exams. I'm not AJJ
sure what happened
and I'm feeling com
pletely demoralized. It's hard to motivate
myself to put in the hours this semester
because it didn't work for me last semester. What should I do? Can you help?

ing to take the time to answer questions
and offer some wisdom.
With regard to motivating yourself
for this semester, I think you may be looking at your first-semester performance the
wrong way. If you weren't bright, you
wouldn't be here. Once you realize that,
it should provide you with the necessary
kick in the pants that you
may need in order to moORACLE
tivate yourself to do bet•
T. A11 ter. And don't do it because you want to beat
your classmates, but because you want to prove it to yourself,
If that doesn't work, maybe you
should consider renting one of those classic, inspirational movies to get you moti
vated. I would recommend Rudy, but
there are several others that would prob
ably work just as well.

Ally hxplaitlS It All

-Unpleasantly Surprised

Dear Unpleasantly Surprised,
Considering the fact that I'm only
a second-year law student, I have to start
off by stating that I'm not really in any
position to be giving out legitimate ad
vice about how things work in law school.
I believe that professors, deans, and the
CDO can do amuch better job if you have
serious and persistent concerns. I can,
however, as a fellow student, give you my
opinion based on my own experiences
and those of other law students that I
know. So having said that, here it goes...
I've stated before that the worst
impact less-than-great grades can have is
on your confidence. I'm sure you doubt
youx- ability to be a good lawyer based on

D

THE 2005
6EORSE WASHINGTON
AWARD
The Joint Committee of Faculty and
Students seeks nominations for the 29th
annual George Washington Award.
The GW Award, established in 1976, provides special
recognition to members of the GW community, whose
exceptional accomplishments and service to the
University exceeds that which is usual or expected.
If you are a GW student, administrator, staff or
faculty member, you may submit your nominations to
the GW Award Selection Committee of the Joint
Committee of Faculty and Students.

ear Ally,

I'm a 1L and starting the job
search process for this summer. I'm not
really sure what I want to do and where I
should look. I was wondering what your
thoughts are.
-Unemployed

Dear Unemployed,
There are several options for your

your law school performance. Or, you feel first summer. I guess the most common
like you just can't compete with your are internships with judges or with gov
classmates. If so, that is very unfortunate, ernment agencies.
and certainly not the case.
First, bear in mind that these posi
First, remember that you've only tions rarely, if ever, pay. That may defi
had one set of exams. That was just the nitely affect your decision of where to
first round. Now you know what to ex work.
If you want to stay in D.C. for the
pect from classes and exams. You can
probably figure out what points in class summer, you may want to take advantage
will be on your exam. For your exams in of the unique opportunity you have liv
the spring, there won't be (or at least there ing in this city and work at a government
shouldn't be) any huge surprises as far as agency. I know several people who did
exam format. So you'll be able to prepare that and they had great experiences.
better than perhaps you did last semes There's different agencies, different types
of work, and different departments—so
ter.
Second, and most importantly, you it's likely anyone can find something of
interest.
are not your
A judi
grades. I'll re
peat that, you
If you want to stay in D.C. for the cial internship
is also a great
are not your
summer, you may want to take
option. You
grades. If you
advantage of the unique
can look here
do
poorly,
in D.C. or in
you're
not
opportunity you have living in
your home
dumb. If you
this city and work at a
town. If you
do well, you're
are consider
not brilliant.
government agency.
ing looking for
All
your
jobs in a differ
grades show is
that you are either good or bad at orga ent city where you've never lived next
nizing a semester's worth of material in year, it may be a good idea to look for a
3 hours and typing it (or writing it) really judicial internship in that city as well. As
an intern, you'll mainly be helping with
quickly.
As a practicing attorney, you don't the research and writing of the opinions
do anything like that. You'll have more of the judge. T]?e b onus of this type of
time, more resources, and the ability to internship is that you will have the op
portunity to sit in on several hearings and
discuss issues with colleagues.
As far as improving your exam trials and see what lawyers really do. You
skills, the best advice I can give is talk will also have a chance to improve your
your professors. Find out what went research and writing skills.
If you're looking to get paid this
wrong and try to figure out why your
strategy didn't work. Although you may summer, your best bet would be to use
want to speak to all of your professors, the websites the CDO recommends in
hopefully, there is one professor to whom order to find out what firms are hiring
you feel most comfortable talking. Maybe lLs. Also, later in the spring there is a
you could ask him or her for some gen small firm job fair where smaller local
eral exam-taking tips. I think you'll find firms may be accepting resumes from lLs.
that most professors are more than will-

Guidelines and nomination forms may be
obtained from the first floor informa
tion desks of the Academic Center, Rice
Hall an d Marvin Center;
Dean of Students Office, Rice Hall,
Suite 401; Student Activities Center,
Marvin Center 4 2 7

The deadline for nominations
is 5:00 p.m.,
Friday, March 4, 2005

Advertise in the
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Advertising Rates
1/8 Page (20 square inches)

$75

1/4 Page (40 square inches)

$125

1/2 Page (80 square inches)

$200

Full Page (160 square inches)..$300
We offer discounts for multiple-issue commit
ments and to student groups. Contact us at
NotaBene@law.gwu.edu for our publishing
schedule.
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Winterizing Your Life
was driving home early this se
mester, in an inch of snow,
.when I saw a Land Rover stuck
in the middle of the intersection at 20th
and Massachusetts, its back tires spinning
so fast that the entire intersection smelt
like burnt rubber. I checked the license
plate of the monstrous car, which was in
the process of backing up traffic for miles,
and noticed that the Land Rover was
from California.
As much as I love California, I do
not want to be on the road behind a Cali
fornia driver in any amount of snow. No
matter how much I think about the Land
Rover's predicament, I still don't under
stand how a Land Rover can possibly get
stuck in an inch of snow. Land Rovers
can drive through jungles, mud, small riv
ers—how exactly could an inch of snow
stop this massive car's forward momen
tum?
By the time I finally got home that
day, I had seen a total of nine cars stuck
in the inch of snow. Let me put this into
context: I'm from Buffalo, and as long as
you can open your front door (i.e. less
than two feet of snow), the world contin
ues to function. I have never seen a car
stuck in the snow in Buffalo unless the

i

gency and need to drive, never fall into
snow was well above the height of the
the mindset that pressing on the gas as
car. When a car is "stuck" in the snow,
hard as possible will get you out of what
you generally can't tell that a car is even
ever
predicament you're in.
there; it just looks like another random
Second, if you're a pedestrian
mound of snow.
and it's snowing, remember that cars can
However, I realize that not every
not physically stop as
one has had the (debat
quicidy in the snow. If
able) benefit of growing
you're one of the people
up in the icy tundra that
I almost hit on H Street
is most of upstate New
as you ran across the
York. Therefore, I'd like
street to get coffee at
to impart a few words of
ABP, I'm sorry, but you
wisdom on those of you
really need to not jump
who still get excited
in front of my car when
whenever you see a
it's snowing. For extra
snowflake.
KAREN MORGAN
safety, try not to cross
First, if you don't
the street anywhere near
know how to drive in the
that giant silver thing on
snow...don't. Really.
Or, at the very least, get lessons from the side of the road—crossing H Street
someone familiar with winter driving. in the snow in front of something that
You people are a hazard on the road, and blocks every driver's vision of you is like
I have officially taken to avoiding any car playing Russian Roulette, with slightly
with license plates from a warm-weather worse odds.
I've also noticed some interest
state. There are about a hundred other
ing
choices
in winter apparel. Please
things I could tell you (pump your brake,
make
a
note
of the fact that boots loose
turn into a skid, etcetera), but we can
some
of
their
effectiveness when paired
avoid the need for any other advice if you
with
shorts.
Also,
ladies, look at the bot
just keep your car far away from any road.
tom
of
your
shoes
before you go outside
At the very least, if you have an emer

Alice in 1L Land

in the snow—if the bottom is completely
flat, your shoes are not made for snow or
ice. Flat shoes are practically a guaran
tee that you will fall down in front of
someone incredibly embarrassing, be it a
professor, ex, or group of twelve construc
tion workers.
When looking for scarves, hats,
and gloves, there are varying levels of
warmth available. If you can see through
something—particularly if there are holes
in the material—it's probably not going
to be very warm. On the opposite end of
the spectrum, if a pair of gloves is thick
enough to be used as an oven mitt, it will
probably protect you from any weather
you'll encounter in DC. However, please
don't drive in them—if you can't move
your hands enough to grip the steering
wheel, you probably shouldn't be driving.
Sadly, if Punxatawney Phil was
correct on Groundhog's Day, we re in
store for six more weeks of winter. If
you just can't deal with it anymore, there's
always the option of skipping class any
day where the temperature is below freez
ing. Although this is possibly not the best
option for doing well in law school, it's
almost guaranteed to keep you warm and
safe.

So Tell Me What You Want, What You
Really, Really Want
jstcjr's.

13a rris rer's.

Barrister's. The dresses, the

drama, the drinking. So
much inspiration for a column. ..if I could
only remember any of it. I hav e to say,
there was some symmetry to my three
trips to prom: Each year I had incredibly
fun, hot "dates" (yes, more than one be
cause, well, I'm that cool). Each year I
spent way too much time panicking about
my dress and getting ready and ended up
running incredibly late. Each year I got
caught in a mysterious time warp (i.e. the
line at the bar), and didn't dance nearly
enough. And each year I ended up in the
wrong conversation at the wrong time
with the wrong person.. .oh yeah, and of
course, let us not forget the crying. Be
cause, really, what good is prom without
a little crying?
I think the most amusing thing
about this year, however, was when I de
cided—at 2 a.m.—that I really wanted to
play poker. Unfortunately, I had a lot of
trouble convincing people (i.e. boys) that
by poker I meant the card game and not,
ahem, something else. But, in fact, I actually just wanted to play cards because
for the first time in my Barrister's history,
I went to the dance crushless and with
out ulterior motives. Stop laughing. I'm
serious.
My little miscommunication issue
got me thinking, though, about the wide
spread miscommunication problems that
seem to plague the sexes. I'll be the first
to admit that this is a problem that
plagues the fairer sex more than the
hairier sex. For example, think about how
often we find ourselves analyzing and re
analyzing conversations, wondering what
he really meant when he said "I'll call you
sometime."
Even body language isn't safe from
comment: everything from where one sits
in class to the way one runs into walls
when faced with the alternative prospect

of saying hello can be subject to analysis

(and, okay, ridicule).

being tip front: tliey Ic/iow wha t they want

of y a
' ll sometimes, and even though some

of you are only reading to make sure I
The truth is: we know better.
So why do we torture ourselves with don't reference you herein. And I have
Ninety nine percent of single women ev the analyzing? Because we sometimes to admit, that, in some ways, in the great
erywhere are familiar with the infamous like guys that don't like us back.
communication divide, y'all have it much
one sentence rule: when you find your
And, sure, we know that. But part tougher.
self analyzing some
of us hopes that we're
Women are the queens of mixed
thing a guy said (as
wrong. Or that if we signals. Sometimes that's because you,
you inevitably will
just stick it out, they'll too, project your feelings upon us, will
because you're a girl
realize that they're idi fully ignoring the clear signals we are giv
and you just do that)
ots for not recognizing ing you. Sometimes that's because soci
the analysis must
the wonderful crea ety has taught us that we get our way a
yield a one sentence
tures that we are and lot more often if we "smile and flirt," and
answer or you're just
*poof* a boyfriend so we do so indiscriminately. Sometimes,
wrong.
will appear in place of though, that's because we truly have no
E.g., "I'll call
Mr. Not Interested.
idea what we want.
SARAH HE NSLEY
you sometime" prob
So we twist their
I m n ot claiming that all women are
ably means "I'll call
words and actions and wishy washy creatures, helplessly flung
you sometime." My
find interest where into the world, holding out for a hero on
personal addendum
there's none and, well,
to the one sentence rule is this: you usu we waste our time. I'm not really reveal a black steed ready to save them, and
ally won't be wrong if you conclude that ing any new secret here—there are doz having no idea what to do with them
selves in the meantime.
sentence is "I would like to have sex with ens of books written on it.
I m ju st saying that of the two sexes,
you." E.g., "I'll call you sometime"
Why continue with the time waste? women tend to be far more indecisive.
means "I'll call you
Simply put: fear. Perhaps that's because we have less of a
sometime when I
Fear of being one track mind (and I'm not just talking
want some sex."
single. Fear of about that track). We recognize that ev
. . . when youfind
Okay,-maybe I need
never getting mar ery decision can have dozens, hundreds,
to talk to some new
yourself analyzing
ried. Fear that your millions of repercussions (or at least it
guys.
most recent ex boy can seem that way).
something a guy said (as
The one sen
friend was your last
Personally, I'm terrible at decisions.
tence rule recog
you inevitably will
boyfriend ever. Fear And I dread nothing more than when
nizes the fact that
because you're a girl and
that if you don't someone I'm interested in asks me "so
guys are, for the
make this crush what do you want exactly?" I never have
you just do that) the
most part, simple.
work, then you'll the right answer.
Sure, they- play the
analysis must yield a one
never get any guy
Still, I think we'd all save each other
little games like not
ever again. The a lot of trouble if we gave up the pretenses
sentence
answer
or
calling you for five
only thing to do and politeness and just called it like we
days (that's so
you're just wrong.
about fear is to face saw it. For example: guys, don't ask for
money) or feigning
it like a man (I can numbers that you don't plan to use. Siminon-interest, but if
hear the feminists larly, S'ris. don't give numbers that aren't
they really like you, you know it. There's attacking me now) but what I mean is
never been a time when a guy has liked this, call it like you see it. Recognize that yours. Sure, "I'm not interested" may
me and I haven't known it. They're just you have some fears; deal with them; do hurt someone's feelings momentarily, but,
trust me, months of being strung along
not that clever.
something about it.
hurt far more.
Or, maybe, instead of male bash
I acknowledge, too, that I have a
So, anyone up for some poker?
ing, I should give guys some credit for male audience even though I make fun
and they go after it.

Sexless In The City
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Confessions of a True
Word Geek

O

nce upon a time, word pro everyone should know involve the Undo/
cessors functioned pretty Redo feature. Undo (CTRL+Z) undoes
much like type-writers. the most recent editing changes you have
You pressed letters, they appeared on the made.
screen, and then you printed them out
Word even stores these changes,
using your printer. The paper you used and you can go back through the last
had perforated strips on each side with group of changes you made to see if you
little holes in them, and when you printed can't figure out how that paragraph on
the printer made a satisfying screeching how 14th amendment rights mysteriously
noise with each line, as if the pain, sweat, disappeared while you were editing your
and tears that went into your writing footnotes. Redo (CTRL+Y) lets you uncould be released with a primordial undo those changes, so you can return to
scream.
the position where you were in.
Sadly, those days are gone, but
While it sounds like these minor
while we may have lost our cathartic re changes won't make much of a difference,
lease, we have gained quite a bit of func when editing a large paper, or preparing
tionality in our word processors.
an outline, they cumulatively save quite
As law stu
a bit of time. More im
dents, most of us use
portantly, by minimiz
our word processors
ing repetitive tasks, they
daily to take notes,
may also help save your
edit papers for work
sanity.
or class, or compose
flyers for student
Navigating Around
groups.
Word Documents Us
However, most
ing a Table of Con
people (including me)
tents.
don't take full advan
IKE HI MOWITZ
tage of the features
Often our law
Microsoft Word in
school papers get so
cludes to help you
long they become un
handle all of these tasks with the greatest wieldy. One way to solve this is by auto
possible speed and flair. Below are a matically creating a table of contents couple of features that are worth learn even if y ou don't use it in your final draft.
ing, which will save you time once you The Table of Contents (TOC) creator cre

The Computer Guy

learn how to use them.

ates internal links (similar to the ones you

B

Snowy Days

arrister's is over, the Texans allows sledding. As this ban is enforced
have decamped for warmer by snipers and federal jail terms, it is
climes, the town is empty, strictly obeyed.
and not much of anything is going on in
DC until March. So, I'm going to do what Skiing/Snowboarding
Without a car, skiing in this area
everyone else does when there's nothing
is limited to cross-country, when and if
to talk about: discuss the weather.
Last year at this time, Washington you can find enough snow. Even the ski
was suffering through its coldest winter resorts in the area don't usually see
in a decade. This year has been compara enough snowfall to make it through a sea
tively mild (believe it or not!), and those son, so they make most of it themselves
of you from more northern climes might using snow blowers and snow guns. To
be wondering what all the fuss is about be perfectly honest, fanatics who have
skied/snowboarded anywhere else are go
when
Washingtonians start complaining ing to be downright depressed over the
about temperatures in the 20s. But we're conditions and topography of any of the
spoiled here - the lowest temperature ever- local resorts. However, with that rousing
recorded in DC was -15° F in February recommendation, here are some tips for
1899. Neither 70 degrees nor 20 is the hitting/finding the slopes.
The majority of "local" ski re
norm for DC winters - we generally av
erage around 40°. If you hate cold sorts are in Pennsylvania (a few are in
weather, good news - the coldest time of Maryland and West Virginia). I grew up
the year is usually January 9-23, so we're skiing at Blue Knob (the "of Ice" at the
end of the name was never officially sanc
over the hump.
It also hasn't snowed much this win tioned), which gets more natural snow
ter, which is fortunate, because as all of than any other local resort. On the other
hand, it's not as posh as
you who were here last
some of the other re
winter will remember,
sorts, most of which are
the strategy employed
closer—it's a four-hour
by most local jurisdic
drive north-west of DC.
tions for snow removal
If you lack
is best characterized by
transportation,
it's gen
the phrase "let's wait
erally
easier
to
find
and see if it melts."
groups
going
to
resorts
The town pretty much
that are close-in. Ski
shuts down if it snows
ELIZABETH A USTERN
Roundtop, Ski Liberty,
more than an inch — no
exaggeration..
But, if staying in

Washington Native

find on a web page) that can be used to when the weather gets cold isn't for you,
here are some activities geared for cold
Basic Text Editing
navigate a document as you work.
weather
(which for some weird reason all
To use these, make sure that you've
start
with
the letter "S").
In terms of speed, one of the things applied the same formatting to each sec
that most slow down novice Word users tion you wish to serve as a heading. Once
is taking their hands off of the keyboard you have done that, you can insert a TOC Sledding
Unfortunately, fear of (ahem) liti
to operate the mouse. Most of your ba at the beginning or end of your docu
gation
has caused many property own
sic formatting can be taken care of faster ment.
ers
and
parks departments to ban or at
and more accurately by just using the key
To do so, first click where you want
least
discourage
sledding in and around
board and the arrow keys.
to insert the TOC. Then, using the In
DC.
However,
a
few DC parks are still
To select text using the keyboard, sert menu, point to Reference and then
officially
posted
by
the Park Service as
hold down the SHIFT key while using select Index and Tables. Next, click the
good
sledding
hills.
A list can be found
the arrows to move around the document. Table of Contents Tab. Finally, click
on
the
Washington
Post
website in a Janu
Just like selecting text with a mouse, you Options and make sure a TOC level num
ary
2003
article
by
Christina
Talcott.
can select text to either your cursor's left ber appears next to every heading you
Sledding
secrets
in
DC
generally
are
or right by using the respective arrow, or want to include in your TOC and click
kept
within
neighborhoods,
and
finding
you can select all of the text from the cur OK.
sor to a point directly above or below it
To use the TOC to go to a specific a good spot usually entails following ev
by using the up and down arrows.
section in your document, click the cor eryone else who is carrying a sled. I grew
You can also combine this tip with responding page number in the TOC up sledding at Battery Kemble Park, but
a word selection feature. If you hold while holding down the CTRL key. You this is not remotely close to the subway,
down CTRL while using the arrows to should appear there automatically. To although there is a bus stop a couple of
navigate around your document, your return to the TOC, click the Go to TOC blocks away on Loughboro Ave. NW.
cursor will move to the next complete button on the Outlining toolbar. If the The National Cathedral is also a great
word in the sentence. If you hold down Outlining toolbar isn't visible, open the spot for sledding, and Howard Univer
the SHIFT key with the CTRL key and View menu and point to Toolbars, and sity Law School (near the Van Ness Metro
stop) has a popular hill as well. The most
the arrow keys, you will be able select text click Outlining.
obvious sledding hill in town, Capitol
in the document word by word.
Hill, no longer
Having selected the text, you should
BOARD RO OM
then take advantage of some of the most
c H A T
s H E B A
A L T o
popular keyboard shortcuts for Word.
A 1 O E D
H O B O
R I A L
For instance, holding down CTRL and
s
o
A
L
O
E
K
A
T
E
B
A R D
B (CTRL+B) will cause your selected to
turn bold. Press CTRL+B again and the
R E' V
A H E M
R u M P S
selected text will return to normal. The
IE A G E R
C R U s
same is true for italics using CTRL+I.
P R O T E S T s
B A B 1 E S
The cut and paste commands can
C A T
C E A S EJ
E R O D E
also be used in the same manner. Select
O L O
S
s
S
P
H
A
E
A
G
A
the text to be cut or copied in whatever
P A R E R
M U R
S A 1 L S
manner you prefer (either using the ar
S E D A T 1 V E
H E R E S Y
row keys as described above, or the
mouse) and then press CTRL+X (to cut)
C A R 1 B1
•P A N E
or CTRL+C (to copy). Regardless of
O o H
o C T A L
D O R M
which you choose, you can then use
M A L E
B L A C K B O A R D
CTRL+V to paste the material wherever
B R E W
O A T H
L E D G E
your cursor is located.
N
R
A
1
E
T
E
P
E
iA D O s
The last two keyboard commands

•

•

•
•
•

and -Wbitetaii, "70 m in
utes from DC, are all

owned by the same company and heavily
advertised. Whitetail is by far the new
est, and is known for having great indoor
facilities. DC Ski has a fairly comprehen
sive list of area resorts and ski clubs will
ing to take you to them, www.dcski.com
Skating
Finding Metro-accessible rinks in
DC can be challenging. Pentagon Row
near Pentagon City and the Bethesda
Metro Ice Center both have small rinks
for fun, but they are not good for serious
skaters. The Sculpture Garden Ice Skat
ing Rink at 7th St. and Constitution Ave.
NW is larger and wired for sound. I've
never been to Pershing Park rink at 14TH
and Pennsylvania Ave., but there's a dedi
cated web site at www.pershingpark.com.
In my opinion, the best local
skating is to be found at Cabin John Ice
Rink in Rockville, MD. Unfortunately,
it is not remotely near GWU or the Metro
- you'll need to have access to a car to
get there. Check it out at http://www.mcmncppc.org/parks/enterprise/ice/
index.shtm.
Shopping
If you read my column, you know
I like shopping! If your goal is to get
around with a minimum of outdoor ex
posure, there are quite a few Metro stops
that will let you get out without actually
going outside. In Virginia, The Fashion
Centre at Pentagon City (Blue/Yellow),
Ballston Common (Orange), and the
Crystal City Underground (Blue/Yellow)
are directly connected to the subway. In
DC, there is a Hecht's at Metro Center
(Red/Orange/Blue), and at Friendship
Heights (Red) there are a Hecht's and two
indoor malls, Mazza Gallerie and Chevy
Chase Pavilion, with underground access
to the station. Union Station (Red) also
has a food court, stores, and movie the
aters accessible from within the station.
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Would you like fries with your merger
or full-sized bats with paid attendance. bade? Are we just plain combination
Don't they have a clue where those balls happy?
Some companies just take this
will end up or what people might do with
strange
merger mentality way too far.
bats after downing seven Tall Boys. That
Look
at
McDonalds,
for instance. There
begs the question, who was the guy that
I am, driving to
decided to stick
work
in Tucson,
that annoying yel
Arizona
a couple
My how things change... It seems low dude scream
years
back,
when
sad to think that just four years ago, people ing to me that I've
an
ad
comes
over
actually thought the value of AOL was got mail with Bugs
the
radio.
I
could
greater than that of future kissing-cousin Bunny and Harry
tell right away it
Time Warner. (Didn't they realize how Potter? Even I
was
a McDonalds'
slow dial-up was, even then?) Those were knew that the Yel
ad
with
its profes
the same days when people said low dude has too
sional
voice-over
much
attitude
to
Amazon.com was undervalued at 500
and the phrases
work with Bugs.
bucks a share.
"fluffy pancakes"
Now, after
All I can say now is: what were we
and "golden hash
thinking? I say we, because I was one of all the mergers,
browns." (I don't
those guys who bought his "sure thing" you've got the big
know whose pan
ERIC K OESTER
at 85 bucks a share, and rode the wave all gest oil companies
cakes
McDonalds
the way down to 3.20 -not per share, but merging to make,
is
looking
at, but
total value of three dollars and twenty surprise, even big
fluffy
is
probably
cents. It hurts even more seeing it on pa ger oil companies.
per. That amount wasn't even enough to You've got consulting firms merging into the wrong way to describe what I g et in
cover the commission of selling it. I con mega-consultants that consult other con that odd shaped pancake meal container).
sider myself a snow skier in that regard - sulting companies. (I don't even under If they'd just stopped right there in the
ride to the bottom of the hill. But really, stand that.) You've got a German advertisement, I'd be fine, but they weren't
why were we all so convinced that merg carmaker who is about the only group in finished.
The next voice-over, a voice that
ers like AOL and Time Warner would the world thinking, "Gosh, those
American's build great cars; yeah, I was obviously home-town talent, took
work?
o v e r .
Maybe the economics of these deals should re
"Tuesday,
make sense to Steven Hawkings or ally
buy
September
Charles Schwab, but I'm not smart American;
You've got a German carmaker who is 1 0 t h ,
enough to develop my own theories of the let's
buy
McDonalds
about the only group in the world
universe. So I stick to what I understand: Chrysler."
will offer
Certain things just don't go together.
You
can
thinking, "Gosh, those American's
Ca\\ me crazy, can me o\d fashioned, even have
breast exbuild great cars; yeah, I should really
ox ca\\ xrve r isV-adverse.
\ yvxst. d on't V o u r
who decides to combine some con
Dunlcin * Dobuy American; let's buy Chrysler."
and
cepts. I hate to admit it, but I was never
nut
with
mammcgams
comfortable when Blow Pops came out your
ice
at our Ajo
and combined a sucker with gum. Some cream from
and Stone
thing never felt right about it.
Baskin Robbins without having to leave location, Stop in for screening from the
The whole thing just reminds me of the store. But does it really make sense? mobile breast exam team."
one of those baseball promotions gone Do donuts and ice cream really work I thought it had to be a joke. I kept
wrong where they give out free baseballs or are we destined for another AOL de- waiting for the announcer to continue
-K JEW YORK (AP) - AOL Time
/\/ Warner Inc. has decided at its
board meeting to drop "AOL"
from its name. Doing so would be an acknowl
edgment that the grand hopes behind the merger
of old and new media giants have failed.

E V

Badgering the Witness

I

think it was a few Fridays ago
when it happened. I felt a great
disturbance in the Force, as if
hundreds of law students cried out in ter
ror and were suddenly silenced.
That's right, grades came out for
lLs. First off, let me say kudos to the
Records Office for waiting to submit them
until after classes ended on Friday. Prop
erty probably would have been a lot less
cheery if random students burst into tears
in the middle of it.
Of course, we didn't know that at
the time, and so we checked every few
minutes. Since the school was nice
enough to upgrade the wireless network
over the winter (now with 50% less en
tering of new credentials!), it's actually
been possible to get decent Internet ac
cess in class, thereby dropping the discus
sion level a few more notches. I think the
highlight of the semester so far was some
one getting an IM in the middle of Con
stitutional Law. Whoever you are, you're
so lucky that didn't happen in Criminal
Law. I shudder to think of the possible
consequences, although it might have
been entertaining to hear the professor
explain how his action was justified (not
excused, mind you, but justified).
But anyway, grades came out,
dreams were shattered, and with that
came grades' usual companion: denial.
I hate to break it to you, but the Civil Pro
cedure professor did not somehow
mistype A+ as whatever you got, no mat

A

about the promotion to sell crack cocaine
from the drive-thru. See what I mean
about merging concepts that just don't fly?
I know Micky D's isn't doing great
anymore (evidenced by the fact that the
McRib has come out of retirement as of
ten as Jordan). But banking on the fact
that women may want to eat an Extra
Value meal while they wait for their exam
seems like something out of the Twilight
Zone. Images of Ronald and Grimace
dressed in scrubs and the Ham-burglar
running the mammogram machine
flashed in my brain. I just kept waiting
for a deejay to cut in or little people in
pastel outfits to dance in front of my car
telling me to follow some road. Those
never came.
Where are they going with this
strategy? Maybe next week, I can go in
and get a free prostate exam with a pur
chase of a twenty-pack of McNuggets.
Simply put, it just hurts to think about.
Have we gotten to the point where
nothing is sacred and nothing can remain
uncombined? Will Time Warner stop
making movies like 'You've Got Mail,' a
blatant advertisement for their faltering
on-line division? Can I go to Taco Bell
without the need to turn my head and
cough? Will everyone rise up with me
and boycott Blow Pops?
I think, someday, the world will be
just one big company. Merge 'em all,
right? Everyone can buy their gasoline,
fix their DVD player, pick out a car, have
a doctor check on that bunion on thenfoot, get their will written, send a package, surf the net, watch Terminator 4:

Attack of California, leave their kids for
daycare, have their taxes done, and buy a
donut-flavored ice cream cone. All in one
big, gigantic store.
We'll call it: Wal-Mart.

Good-Bye

ter how much you might wish it were so. was through an open letter.
Since grades came out, professors
have been offering to
Dear Torts,
review the final with
Look, there's
people. This sounds
no easy way to say this;
nice in theory, except
it's over. I know we had
that I can't imagine
some good times, like
having the mental for
that time where the
titude to actually go to
guy's head came off in
one. It seems to me
the elevator (it seemed
that either you did
like we laughed for
well on the test, in
days), but it's just not
which case the whole
enough.
time you'll just be
See, here's the
shouting out "Amen!"
RICH COWELL
thing. Grades came
like a Baptist choir, or
out a couple of weeks
you did poorly, in
ago. That's right; I
which case the whole
know what you've been
review will just feel
up to. I thought we
like the professor is
meant more to each
making fun of you for an hour. ("Now, other than that, but then I find you giv
if, unlike Mr. Student there in the front
ing out better grades to a ton of guys (and
row, you had actually read the material, girls, not that I'm judging). Look, if that's
you would have realized that in order for how you want to be, it's fine; it's your
there to be murder, there must be a dead life. I just don't think that I can be with
person.")
someone who
Finally, I
just
turns
got confirma
Property probably would have
around and
tion on some
hurts me every
been a lot less cheery if random
thing I've been
time I take a
students burst into tears in the
suspecting for
-final with it.
a while now,
middle of it.
I
f
so I hope
you're just
you'll indulge
honest,
I
me for a moment while I get this off my know you'll see that this is best for every
chest. I figured the best way to do ,thi§ one. I know that I'm not first in your

Post Hoc, Ergo
Propter Hoc

mind, and if I'm telling the truth, 1
haven't been into you for a long time now.
I don't want to apportion blame here, let's
just say that we're both jointly and sever
ally liable for this. I think we both failed
in our duty of care to this relationship,
and, let's be honest, this was completely
foreseeable.
I don't want you to hear this
from everyone else, but I've found some
one new. You've probably guessed, but
yeah, it's Contracts. I know it's soon and
all, but Contracts made me an offer and
I just had to accept. It totally appreci
ates me and gets me in a way you never
have. Plus, you know that I was looking
for something that would last, and Con
tracts is all about commitment. Torts,
please just promise me that you won't lis
ten to what people say, and just consider
what I've written here. I never intended
for this to happen, but sometimes things
happen in good faith that you never imag
ined. We're both getting a lot out of it.
Look, Torts, I know this might
be hard for you, but deep down you re
ally knew or should have known. I know
you 11 fi nd someone that makes you
happy, someone that appreciates Jim
Carrey movies and injuries arising out of
a failure to exercise proper care the same
way you do. It's just not me.
Sincerely, Rich.
P.S.: Bitch.
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OPINIONS
Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:

been slow to adopt ameliorative mea
sures. Moreover, most of the ameliora
tive measure that have been taken have
been organized, at least in part, by LGBT
students and faculty. Even more disap
pointingly, despite the fact that the fac
ulty voted to join the Forum for Aca
demic & Institutional Rights (FAIR),
the named plaintiff in the Third Circuit
decision, the GW Law administration
has been silent on the issue of ameliora
tion and its stance since the decision.
Why does any of this matter to you?
Despite diverging of views on gay rights
and our current military actions, most
Americans revere the protections of the
First Amendment. Through the Solomon
Amendment, the government has forced
law schools to show support for a dis
criminatory policy which directly contra
dicts their anti-discrimination statement.
In addition to violating the First Amend
ment, the Solomon Amendment and
"don't ask, don't tell" defy common sense.
During this time of war, the military
needs personnel, gay and straight. How
ever, since 9/11 the military has dis
charged over 2500 servicemen and
women for being gay; many of those dis
charged served in critical front-line roles
and as translators in the current conflict.
One service member highlighted the irony
of the "don't ask, don't tell" policy by in
scribing on his gravestone:

The Solomon Amendment forces
law schools to disregard their own anti
discrimination policies by making all fed
eral university funding contingent upon
allowing the military full access to oncampus recruiting. Here's how Solomon
effects GW Law students:
Prior to recruiting students through
the CDO, all employers, including gov
ernment entities, public interest organi
zations, and private firms, are required
to indicate that their hiring practices do
not contravene the law school's non-dis
crimination policy. The only organiza
tion that refuses to take this pledge is the
United States Military, which maintains
a right to discriminate against gay, les
bian, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT)
people through its "don't ask, don't tell"
policy.
If any organization besides the mili
tary refuses to sign the nondiscrimination
pledge, it would not be allowed to use the
CDO's resources to recruit GW Law stu
dents. (The Career Development Office,
Programs, Services, and Other Information for
Employers, available at http://
www.law.gwu.edu/cdo/employer.asp
(last visited Feb. 1, 2005)). This is a very
basic safeguard—if a company overtly
discriminates against African-Americans,
Jews, LGBT students, or any other mi
nority protected by our nondiscrimina
tion policy, it cannot use the CDO to re
when I was in the military, they gave
cruit the students they wish to hire. The me a medal for killing two men,
Solomon Amendment forces law schools
and a discharge for loving one.
to disregard their own anti-discrimination
policies by conditioning all of the

We respectfully ask the students,

University's federal funding on the faculty, administrators and staff of our
military's full access to the CDO.
community to join Lambda Law in pro
Thankfully, in November the Third testing the military's discriminatory
Circuit ruled that the Solomon Amend "don't ask, don't tell" policy, and the
ment "requires law schools to express a government's violation of the university's
message that is incompatible with their freedom of speech—no entity should be
educational objectives," in violation of able to strong- arm an institution of
law schools' First Amendment rights. higher learning into communicating a
{FAIR v. Rumsfeld, 390 F.3d 219, 246 (3rd position which contravenes its own anti
Cir. 2004)). The Third Circuit remanded discrimination policy. The protest will
the case to the district court to issue an convene outside of the H Street entrance
injunction. However, before the injunc to the Marvin Center at 10:30am on Sat
tion was issued, the government filed a urday, February 12th.
motion to stay the injunction and applied
Thank you,
for cert to the Supreme Court. Until the
injunction is issued, the Solomon Amend
Valerie Schneider, Co-president,
ment remains the law of the land.
Though the legal requirements on Lambda Law
law schools have not yet changed, indi
Matthew Lamm, Co-president,
vidual law schools have had a variety of
responses to the Third Circuit ruling. For Lambda Law
example, immediately after the Third Cir
David Silverstein, Vice President,
cuit ruling Dean Kagan of Harvard Law
issued a statement barring the military Lambda Law
from recruiting on its campus. At other
Cecilia Isaacs-Blundin, Treasurer,
law schools, administrators and faculty
have reiterated their disapproval of the Lambda Law
Solomon Amendment by clarifying that
Professor Joan Schaffner, Faculty
so long as the military maintains its dis
criminatory policies, these law schools Advisor, Lambda Law
will continue to protest the compelled onTo Submit an Opinion
campus recruiting.
The Association of American Law
The Nota Bene invites
Schools (AALS), has mandated that as
readers' opinions. Letters to
long as the military continues to discrimi
the Editor must be signed,
nate against LGBT students, and as long
as the government forces law schools to
dated and include a gradua
contravene their anti-discrimination poli
tion year or title. E-mail
cies, all law schools are obligated to "ame
submissions to
liorate" the impact of this discrimination.
notabene@law.gwu.edu.
(The AALS Commitment to Nondis
crimination and the AALS' Amelioration
Nota Bene reserves the right
Requirement,
at
http://
to edit all submissions for
www. law.georgetown. edu /solomon /
space, grammar, clarity and
Commitment.html (last visited Feb. 1,
2005)). Despite this mandate, GW has
vulgarity.

When It Comes to Sports,
Blue States Rule
Boston College joins Illinois as the
last
of
the undefeated teams in the coun
Special To the Nota Bene
try. Maryland knocked off previously
The red states can have their presi undefeated Duke (found in the bowels of
Durham, N.C.) while Villanova destroyed
dent.
We blue staters - we'll take our Kansas to give the red-state Jayhawks
their first loss of the season. Blue tri
championship rings.
Sunday night was a win-win situ umphs over red.
What about the Stanley Cup, you
ation for us, as our country's signature
sporting event featured two blue state ask? Go ahead, I say, and lay claim to a
teams hailing from dark blue cities. Evok title in a sport dominated by Canadians
ing the spirit of the Founding Fathers, the and Europeans (those Socialist Swedes
Philadelphia Eagles and New England and Finns sure do produce some good
Patriots squared off to the delight of tens hockey players). Did I mention that
Tampa Bay's leading goal scorers were
of millions across the nation.
In fact, when it comes to what from the province of Quebec? (Oui, oui,
Americans care about most - football, disent Monsieurs St. Louis et Lecavalier.)
and sports in general - I'm seeing blue Or that the Americans in the NHL are
everywhere I turn.
from blue states like Wisconsin, Michi
This season the Eagles and Patri gan, Minnesota, Maine and Massachu
ots were defined by the strong character setts?
It's blue, blue, and more blue on top
of their quarterbacks, both of whom
trained collegiately at blue-state universi of that blue.
I'm getting off topic, however. Back
ties. I'm talking about New England's
Tom Brady, a University of Michigan to Sunday night's game - no sport epito
alum, and the Eagles' Donovan McNabb, mizes American values like football.
The players sacrifice for the team,
a former two-sport star at Syracuse Uni
they pride themselves on hard work, they
versity.
Likewise, the teams' starting run fight to the finish, they play through pain,
ning backs can trace their blue status back they don't make excuses, they get the job
to college. Philly's Brian Westbrook done. And they bring the hammer down
played at Villanova (in suburban Phila on the opposition when the time comes.
delphia), and the Pats' Corey Dillon ran All while not bitching about making less
all over the PAC-10 while at the Univer than those sissy baseball or basketball
sity of Washington (located in Seattle, a players.
It's fitting, then, that the Super Bowl
city so blue that it's almost green).
is the single most' audience-captivating
Turning to college football, peren
BY MONTGOMERY J . SHELDON

nial powerhouses include Oklahoma,
Texas, Nebraska, Alabama and the FIo-

ridian trio of Miami, Florida, and Florida
State. But this year's national champion
ship belongs hands-down to the Univer
sity of Southern California Trojans, an
other blue state team from a blue city.
Last fall, the Boston Red Sox won
the World Series. The second-best team
in baseball last season? The New York
Yankees.
If you're not convinced yet, jump
back a few months to when the Detroit
Pistons battled the Los Angeles Lakers
for the NBA title. This season, the NBA's
biggest surprises are probably the Seattle
Sonics, Chicago Bulls and Washington
Wizards.
The NBA's biggest disappointment,
on the other hand, has to be the Houston
Rockets. A red state is also home to this
year's worst NBA team, the New Orleans
Hornets. I'll let the .500 red-state Indi
ana Pacers, expected to challenge for the
NBA title this year, off the hook because
their roster was depleted by the suspen
sions that followed the big brawl earlier
this season.
Sure, the Phoenix Suns boast the
league's best record, but their transforma
tion into a powerhouse is due to the ad
dition of a Canadian, Steve Nash, who
played his college hoops in Santa Clara,
California. When Nash had to sit recently
to nurse an injury, the Suns were just
mediocre.
Sticking with basketball, last year's
March Madness saw the University of
Connecticut Huskies emerge as NCAA
men's champions, even though they were
the only blue-state team in the Final Four.
The UConn women won their side of the
tournament, too.
This year, the University of Illinois
looks like the best team on the men's side,
especially after humiliating Wake Forest
(hometown: Winston-Salem, N.C.) in
what was supposed to be a classic show
down. - . - •
• -

event in the country. 'Everyone, and 1
mean everyone, watches the Super Bowl.

Even my friend who lives in Jersey City
but doesn't know which sport the New
York Jets play just a short drive from his
house sets aside this one Sunday a year.
When you think of the teams that
have dominated the gridiron on Super
Sunday, you think Green Bay Packers,
Chicago Bears, Pittsburgh Steelers, New
York Giants, San Francisco 49ers, Oak
land Raiders, Washington Redskins - all
of which are surrounded by the color
blue. (Okay, I'll concede to the red states
their Dallas Cowboys. They can have one
team.)
And in these partisan times of ours,
football brings people together, both on
and off the field. Look at an offensive line.
Do you think these 300-pound goliaths
care about the race, religion, hairstyle or
"family values" of the guy next to them?
Off the field, entire cities and some
times states rally around their teams. For
example, a couple of weeks ago, after the
Patriots avenged their regular season loss
to the Pittsburgh Steelers by pounding
them in the AFC Championship game,
Steelers fans could be heard bellowing,
"E-A-G-L-E-S - EAGLES!" The Patri
ots also represent an entire region of the
country! Such a sense of community is
at the core of America.
This brings me back to McNabb
and Brady. They've earned their AilAmerican images (even if Rush
Limbaugh insists that the media created
one of theirs). These two superstars are
tough as nails, they're team leaders, they
thrive under pressure, they're charismatic,
they shoulder responsibility for losses,
and, most important of all in the U.S.A.,
they win.
So what makes you happier -when
your team wins the Super Bowl or when
your president is in the White House?
If you answer the latter, then maybe
you're not as American as you think.
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Divine Terror Explained:

Don't Look Away

A reply to Marcus Ehrlander

"If a tree falls in the forest and no mentally different had Terri executed such
one hears it, does it make a sound?" This a document or otherwise clearly mamgem has been a stalwart for fledgling phi- fested her will. But she did not. It would
fosophers for ages. Mindful that some be different had those who have known
have not had the pleasure of untangling her all her life - and who will not profit
foTthemselves Jrole of quantum me- from her death - testified to her ongchanics, or the arguments from skepti- standing desire to forego medical treatcism or theism, we won't attempt to re- ment. But they did not.
.
i
*
Indeed the evidence is precisely to
R„t we
solve it here. But we
the contrary. Terri's
wi point out t a
e
OAVID
MC
AL
PINE
close-knit family have all
nddle owes much of ,.s
UAVID IWCALr.Nl
^,

BY ANTHONY MARCAVAGE

Staff Writer

Last issue in "Divine Terror," Opin- doing so forego a serious critique of reliions Editor Marcus Ehrlander asked a gion. He rightfully c ites Jerry M and
serious question about the nature of God, Pat Robertson as examples of this behayand provided several less than serious an- ior, who blamed everyone from femi
swers. Immersing himself in the politi- to gays for the 9/11 at^^-^dld
cal parlance of our times, Mr. Ehrlander question the nature of a God who could
declared the Biblical God a "tyrant" and let them occur.
mystery to the tradt.es
Right AnSWer
haVL. asse„,ed to the depclaimed that religions "create as God a
But Messrs. Ehrlander, Falwell and
or perhaps abuse, or
°
,
divine
terrorist,
who
wreaks
havoc
seemRobertson
all make the same mistake,
language
Does
nvation of nourishment
ingly
randomly,
and
leaves
no
note
of
They
assume
that the primary funcrion
"sound" inhere in the vibrating waves and fluid because that position wou
explanation."
Mr.
Ehrlander
mercifully
of
religion
is
ethical.
In light of that erthemselves, or is it by definition what the contravene her Cathohc faith. During the
declined
to
hold
God
in
material
breach
ror,
their
perspectives
make sense. Mr
dviI
trial
her
husband
never
hearer hears?
mentioned
of
U.N.
resolutions.
Ehrlander
asks
how
an
ethical God could
The riddle - more apparent than Terri's desire to die, but did testify that it
He
not
only
listed
God's
crimes
allow
the
injustice
of
the
tsunami and the
real - is useful to demonstrate that the was his intention to care for Tern for the
against
humanity,
however,
but
ansuffering
of
Job,
and
concludes
such a
frailties of language that it highlights con- rest of his life.
„
nounced
his
novel
belief
that
the
Bible,
if
God
must
not
exist.
Falwell
and
tinue to be exploited by those who would
His "refreshed-recollection o
divinely
inspired,
"must
have
been
writRobertson,
on
the
opposite
side
of
the
achieve through mere rhetoric that which longstanding desire to be starved to death
ten
as
a
test,
to
determine
who
among
us
same
coin,
asked
what
unethical
behavthey cannot achieve through sound rea- should such an event as inexplicably besoning And it demonstrates the useful- fell her at age 26 occur, surfaced only a - would stand up to this terrible depiction ior brought about retribution from a perness of controlling the focus of a debate, ter he was awarded $ 1 ^millionm cora of our creator, with the moral courage to fectly just God. All three fail to contemplate religion outside of ethics, and all
ls the focus on the tree or on the hearer? pensatory damages and $600,000 for loss declare it libel."
One depiction Mr. Ehrlander had therefore misunderstand the dialectic that
Consider* Does Terri Schiavo have of consortium. Acting as conservator, he
in mind was that of the Book of Job, in is the very heart of religious belief,
has SPENT MOST OF 11121 MONEY> BUT N°NE
the right to die?
The dialectic is the tension between
The right t o die? The question, if of it has gone for the basic therapy for which God allowed Satan to menace Job
to
prove
the
reason,
not intentionally constructed for its de- which it was purportedly sought,
through
ceptive effect, suggests a fundamental lack
The horror here is not that a wo
man sincerity of
of familiarity with the natural world, who followed the due process establishe
"Mr. Ehrlander mercifully declined to which we
human faith.
. . .
i
n , » !
c o n t e m Terri Schiavo, like each of us, has an in- forsuch cases is being denied by the state M
r
hold God in material breach oj IJ.SI.
plate eth_
evitable date with death. The only ques- her right to refuse medical care. Nor is E h r l a n d e r ,
resolutions."
ics, and
tions are how, when and on whose sched- this case about removing life support sys- rising to meet
^
f
a
i
t
h
.
u\e. YUBYws Ysave r, otYvmB to do with it.
tems. Tern's organs ah function without his own test
hat Tem wollld not

TVvrou^vo>nV\Vston aTvd tor most of

lls,

the more urgent and critical question

)

support. This is about denying Terri nu

trition and fluids.

be:
This is
Does Terri
not even about
Schiavo have
,,,
granting Terri
r
The Schiavo case would be
the right to
the right t o end
live?
her life; it is
fundamentally different had Terri
Budding
about granting
executed such a document or
Constitutional
to a man the
otherwise clearly manifested her
scholars surely
right to end his
wife's
life.
spot the guar
will"
antees
to
With no evi
dence beyond
"life" explic
itly stated in
his say so and
both the Fifth and Fourteenth Amend the say so of his brother and sister-in-law,
ments. The Fifth Amendment's guaran the state is granting him the right to end
tee refers specifically to criminal proceed her Me.
Michael Schiavo stands to inherit
ings. The Fourteenth Amendment's
much broader guarantee includes no lim what remains of a $750,000 trust fund
iting language. Both Amendments fore- when Terri dies. Engaged for ten years
see the state depriving persons of life, but to another woman with whom he has fanot without due process of law. For capi- thered 2 children, he will not divorce Terri
tal crimes, that process takes the form of and let her family care for her because he
the criminal trial.
would lose control of the money he has
The asserted "right to die" on the refused to spend on her.
other hand - whether pertaining to
Detailed and well-documented inmethod or to timing - is not listed in the formation about the treatment of Terri
Constitution. Of course, those possessed Schiavo by Michael Schiavo and the court
of unusual linguistic dexterity will un- is
available
at
http://
doubtedly spot, floating nonchalantly www.terrisfight.org/. Those who genuwithin the Constitution's penumbral ema- inely care about individual liberty, aunations of liberty, the guaranteed right to tonomy, due process or even an informed
die. Yet even were it there, the drafters, right
to die should peruse it before Terri
defying alphabetical convention, listed is starved to death.
"life" first.
The basic legal doctrine of mens rea
The putative "right to die" is a cu- reflects our conviction that we should
rious thing. It seeks, ostensibly on the hold accountable those who act with culground of individual liberty, to remove pability, and make allowances for those
from fate, chance or God the power to who do not. It suggests, perhaps, a moddecide how, when and why one dies and ern version of, "forgive them, for they
to place that power in the individual.
know not what they do."
Respecting the terminally ill, our
But surely, that ancient plea - and
society has recognized and made provi- our modern one - for those genuinely igsion in the law for those who would norant of their crime was not meant as a
forego exceptional medical treatment that safe harbor for those who, through indifwould artificially prolong their life. The ference, ignoble deference to the "rights"
due process we have established for this of others, or willful ignorance, harden
situation is the living will.
their hearts, close their minds, or simply
The Schiavo case would be funda- choose to look away.
would

for

moral

courage, declares such tales ethically

unviable.

Laying aside the farcical metaphors
and sarcastic theories, however, as Mr.
Ehrlander would have been wise to do,
his question boils down to this: How
could a benevolent God stand idly by
while humans suffer catastrophes like the
recent tsunami or the tribulations of Job?
In somewhat dodgy fashion, Mr.
Ehrlander calls on us to objectively ask
this question of organized religion.
Switching mouthpieces, he then offers up
Mark Twain with his answer: Religion
is follyMr. Ehrlander chose to focus on
organized religion, perhaps intentionally
sparing from critique the nebulous "spirituality" favored by much of his audience.
It makes little difference, however, since
even the non-denominational believer
normally considers the creator benevolent
and omnipotent. The unstated but logical implication of Mr. Ehrlander's position is that belief in any such being is irrational in light of everyday experience.
I agree. While we breezily rationalize events such as 9/11 by attributing
them to the evil designs of free-actors,
there is no such intellectual shelter availa e for the whims of nature. The tsunami was simply the best-publicized example of the nature's relentless assault
upon man, made acutely obvious by natura dlsasters but just as present in the everyday process of aging and death. Seemrngly random and unjust, we must assign
blame for such tragedies to God's design,
God s indifference, or God's nonexistence, none of which provides much comfort. The adage "everything happens for
a reason seems deeply dissatisfying in
th/ fa" of 150'0°0 corpses or one case
of childhood leukemia.
According to Mr. Ehrlander, however, the religious" are not impaired by
these events, but simply "make a lesson
up" to explain the unexplainable, and in

What the three fail to grasp is that there

is a necessary element of the absurd in the

act of religious faith. As Danish philoso
pher Soren Kierkegaard wrote in Fearand
Trembling in 1843, "For if he wants to
imagine that he has faith without passion
ately acknowledging [its] impossibility
with his whole heart and soul, he is de
ceiving himself..."
What Kierkegaard meant was that
an act of true religion requires man to
accept, in contrast to the intelligible world
of ethics and reason, the absurdity of
faith. Indeed, the challenge of faith is
Sisyphean in scope: We are called upon
to accept the rational impossibility of religious beliefs, and then believe them anyway.
That is the story of Job Mr
Ehrlander is right that it is not an ethical
tale, nor is it intended to be. It is by design a tale of faith in the face of injustice. For Job's faith to have meaning, God
had to unjustly persecute him, as He does
all humanity. Faith, without which religion is mere morals, is the act of submitting to this absurdity.
In this way, Mr. Ehrlander is a good
Kierkegaardian. He is right that those
who seek to rationalize all the world's ills
and draw lessons out of them are deceiving themselves and doing no credit to
their religion. What Mr. Ehrlander and
company miss, however, is that faith, by
definition, cannot be held to h
t e standards
of ethics or reason. Once it is so rationalized, it ceases to be faith
Ironically, Mr. Ehrlander, in his
current position, stands closer to a state
of faith than the others do. He has accepted the incompatibility of faith with
reason. He has therefore declared religion impossible. He has succeeded where
Falwell and Robertson, constantly attempting to limit God to the realm of
earthly understanding, have failed. If
Kierkegaard is right, and I believe he
might be, Mr. Ehrlander is well along the
road to faith.
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An Unoriginal Con
BY MARCUS EHRLANDER

Opinions Editor
After using my space last week to everything's fiiiine!"
challenge the misplaced deference which
Yet, the amazing thing about manu
is given to religious convictions in the facturing a crisis in order to push an ide
American political sphere, and under ology is that the solution doesn't even
standing I am to receive a thorough re need to have anything to do with the prob
sponse in the current issue, I thought it lem!
would be a good time to turn to a com
With original sin, the solution that
pletely different subject: George Bush's is given is essentially Christianity itself.
plan to privatize Social Security.
Specifically, redemption comes in the
In the first State of the Union of form of God's son Jesus, who is sent to
his second term, President Bush made earth to die on the cross to save us all
clear that although he has no real plan from our sin — or at least those of us who
for Social Security, there are many being are willing to abandon their reason and
offered, and that the New Deal benefit happen to pick the right religion in the
will be a centred focus of his second term's process. Hey, you can't save everybody.
agenda.
For Bush the solution provided
As I started thinking about what I comes in the form of privatization. Un
might write, however, I quickly realized der the leading proposal, this plan now
that my problems with blind faith and my appears to involve allowing individuals
problems with the Bush Administration's to take out part of their retirement sav
ings and invest them privately in the stock
policies actually have a lot in common.
This is only partially because the market in the hopes of greater returns.
latter so often rely on the former.
And indeed, just as Jesus' crucifix
One of my issues with organized ion cannot logically be connected to the
religion, for instance, is the way in which notion of "original sin" God invented,
it always seems to invent the problems it George Bush's privatization has no dis
cernible rela
then claims to
tion to the sup
solve.
"In the grand scheme, however, it posed Social
Take,
Security crisis.
for example,
seems that even Bush's Social
Privatiz
the notion of
Security plan falls short of
ing Social Se
original sin. as
emphasized
curity to any
Christianity's achievement."
especially in
extent means
the Catholic
taking money
Church. This is the theological doctrine out of the system, not shoring it up, mean
by which God tells us that we are all fun ing that in the short run privatization
damentally depraved, that is, unless we would only add to current deficits, while
increasing the likelihood that future ben
find salvation through Jesus Christ.
Now, compare this to the Social efits will have to be cut.
Security doctrine of the Bush adminis
Moreover, just as Christianity
tration, by which the President tells us would allow billions of people to be rel
that we are all fiscally doomed, that is, egated to damnation in order that some
unless we accept privatization through righteous individuals can enter heaven,
George W. Bush.
Bush's Social Security plan takes the po
Ok, the language may not be iden sition that however many invest away
tical, but the trick is certainly the same: their retirements are justified by however
make up a problem, get people scared, many others strike it rich. Indeed, the
and then manipulate them to an ulterior entire appeal of privatization is the pos
purpose.
sibility that some people will be able to
With Christianity, the problem is perform well above the market, ignoring
introduced through the transgression of the flip side that for each one of those,
Adam in the Garden of Eden. In eating another is necessarily performing worse.
In the grand scheme, however, it
the forbidden apple, we are told, Adam
brought sin into the world, thereafter leav seems that even Bush's Social Security
ing humanity permanently tainted, each plan falls short of Christianity's achieve
of us deserving nothing more than to ment. I posed the question last issue of
burn in hell. Obvious questions, such as how Christians can reconcile a benevo
how one person can be guilty for the lent God with the biblical stance that a
"crime" of another, or if God didn't cre natural disaster in a non-Christian region
ate this mess in the first place, are politely means hundreds of thousands of souls
being sent directly to hell.
ignored.
Traditionally, the doctrine of origi
With Social Security, in contrast,
Bush manufactures his crisis through the nal sin has provided the startling answer.
guise of projected deficits. Pointing to Once it turns out that we're all fundamen
the aging Baby Boomer population which tally evil to begin with, then a tragedy is
is rapidly approaching retirement, Bush no longer a tragedy. Indeed, instead, we
claims that Social Security will be com might call it justice.
Of course^ over time, people have
pletely bankrupt several decades from
now, leaving today's youth destitute as drastically amended their theology to pro
they enter their golden years. Obvious vide new explanations for biblical law,
questions, such as how Bush can gauge abandoning the original justifications for
our productivity some decades in the fu whatever feels right today. And in that
ture, and if our country isn't right now in way, if the Bush administration keeps up
trillions of dollars of debt because of Bush's the habits of its first term, the effort to
simultaneous military interventions, in privatize Social Security may look very
creased domestic spending, and exorbi much the same.
tant tax cuts, are likewise politely ignored.
As Opinions Editor, Marcus would like
Basic logic, it seems, is hard-pressed
to
point
out that he did read Anthony
to match fear when people are faced with
Marcavage's
column before compl eting his
a situation of o ne guy shouting that
own,
although
his attempt was not to respond
there's an impending crisis, and the other
to
Anthony's
arguments.
guy saying "Let's just settle down,

= Board Editorial

No Really, Get Over It
Stop checking GWeb already, it's
obsessive-compulsive
There has been a lot of talk recently
about grades. With the first semester over
and the arbitrary evaluations of an arbi
trary performance on an arbitrary day
streaming in, many voices around the law
school could be heard castigating the late
ness of certain professors in turning in
grades: "It was a multiple choice test and
he was still the last one to turn in our
grades - it should have taken him a half
an hour right after our final!!!"
We are not passing judgment on
those who are unable to sleep nights un
til they know for c ertain into what neat
part of the grading curve their endless
hours of reading and outlining have cas
tigated them. Rather, as an all-3L board,
we are expressing pleasant surprise as re
cently finding out that - lo and behold! there is more than one way to look at
grades. With the wisdom of two addi
tional years thus upon us, we felt com
pelled to share these options with all those •
of you out there who may still be reeling
from having your professors turn all their
grades in - unfortunately - with startling
punctuality.
First things first. There are those
of us in the law school community -pos
sibly an overwhelming majority, espe
cially in the first year - who obsessively
check gweb.gwu.edu starting on the last
day of finals, in the hopes that supermotivated professors will get done grad
ing before the major holidays hit. Now,

brethren have discovered is that one can
forego both the unpleasantness of a guiltwracked winter break and the desire to
engage in nasty gossip (Did you hear? He
got fired last semester!!!) by not checking
your grades at all!
The measure, we realize is radi
cal. Nor do we suggest that one go
through three years of law school with
absolutely no conception of your achieve
ments in relation to your peers. After all,
the CDO won't let you do that - the
eattorney profile and your resumes for
FIP will require that you clearly indicate
what first year rewards you've reaped.
But as it turns out, delaying the in
evitable has its rewards. Students who
delay checking their grades until well into
the following semester report increased
satisfaction on two levels - not only do
they not have to suffer through the wait
ing period of the compulsive grade
checker because their grades will all surely
be there by that point, but whatever bad
the record may reveal will usually be soft
ened by the good. The end result is the
same - the transcript snapshot shows the
same picture of you on Day 60 as on Day
1. But perhaps you have a few less grey
hairs.
We do not all agree on choice one
as opposed to choice two. However, af
ter two and a half years of getting grey
hair at regular intervals, we thought that

revealing the real-life trauma and the pos
there is nothing wrong with this -as long sible alternatives to receiving grades may
as you have good nerves, an agreeable benefit at least some of you out there.
digestive system, and are generally in such Since we are almost done and won't have
good spirits once liberated from the law to endure another lengthy period of
school for break that no grade of any sort grade-waiting (hey, they have to have all
in Contracts or Torts will slow you down. the grades in by graduation!), we now
However, this method is not for the wish you the best of luck, with whatever
faint of heart. Additionally, you may risk method you choose, in all your future law
falling into that malaise that is first silently school endeavors. And another little se
and then increasingly vocally cursing your cret: those little hats we wear at gradua
professor for the delay that disrupts your tion work wonders for covering up all that
grey hair!
normal sleeping habits.
What some of our more clever
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ODDS AND ENDS

Horoscopes
Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
We would like to remind you that there is
no glass allowed on the dance floor.
Thank you.

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20)
That includes full bottles of wine you and
your skanky dance partner are splitting.

Aries
(March 21—April 19)
We would like to remind you that there is
no glass allowed on the dance floor.
Thank you.

Taurus

GOOD mEF

(April. 20—May 20)
We would like to remind you that there is
no glass allowed on the dance floor.
Thank you.

Crossword 101

" Board Room "
ACROSS
1 Chew the fat
5 Queen of
10 Choir member
14 Tramp
15 Helped
16 Iranian monetary unit

17 Medicinal plant

18 Teen's transportation
the engine
21 Attention getter
22 Derrieres
23 Enthusiastic
25 Leg shank
27 Nursery residents
29 Kicks up a fuss
33 Wear away
34 End
35 Tom
36 Turkish leaders
37 Stage
38 Go it alone
39 Austrian river
40 Spinnakers
41 Kitchen knife
42 Tranquilizer
44 Heathen theology
45 Window part
46 S. A. Indian tribe
47 Base 8 number system
50 College bldg.
51 Delightful expression
54 Teacher's aid
57 Stag
58 Solemn pledge
59 Mountain projection
60 Steep
61 Sword
62 Wedding gown add on
63 Fusses
20

DOWN
1 S corch
2 Cavity
3 On the up and up!
4 Sock part

1

2

3

4

1"

27

23

7

6

8

24

I
1"

u

28

1

38

43

Leo

44

(July 23—Aug. 22)
This means you. Yes you, dip-shit.

46

49

50

3
I

Cancer
(June. 22—July 22)

41

45

61

(May 21—June 21)
We would like to remind you that there is
no glass allowed on the dance floor.
Thank you.

We would like to remind you that there is
no glass allowed on the dance floor.
Thank you.

35

40

48

13

BHHH
30 31 32

37

42

58

26

29

34

39

12

22
25

36

54

Ir8

Gemini
U

19

33

47

9

5

14

r

•

By Ed Canty

55

56

59
62

5 Window frames
6 Appalachian trail u ser
7 Dutch cheese
8 Stake
9 Lemon add on
10 Awaken
11 Neeson of Schindler's
List
12 Waterproofed canvas
13 GM auto
19 Barbarian
21 Author James
24 Blood disease
25 Crude
26 American Beauty
27 Girders
28 Bicker
29 Norman Vincent _
30 Shea Stadium fixture
31 Fables
32 Plot
34 Cream cheese add In

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDC9432@aoLcom
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

Answer on page 11

1
I
1

151

52

53

57

60

63

37 Ache
38 Dress
40 Celery unit
41 Hairdo
43 Geronimo, for one
44 Temper
46 Welsh
47 Double-reed instrument
48 Applaud
49 Gallery
50 Baby talk
52 Spread
53 Chops
55 Deli offering
56 Frost contraction
57 License for Wall St.
Quotable Qinflp

" if you watch a game, it's fun.
tf you play it, it's recreation,
if you work at it,
ifs golf."
. . . BobHope

Virgo
(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
We would like to remind you that there is
no glass allowed on the dance floor.
Thank you.

Libra
(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
We would like to remind you that there is
no glass allowed on the dance floor.
Thank you.

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
We would like to remind you that there is
no glass allowed on the dance floor.
Thank you.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
We would like to remind you that there is
no glass allowed on the dance floor.
Thank you.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
We would like to remind you that there is
no glass allowed on the dance floor.
Thank you.

